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Introd,uction
MAJOR THEMES OF THE YEAR'S WORK in cataloging and
THE
r classification in 1973 are cooperation and standardization. Niither of
these is new in library literature. The lg70s, because of economic stringency, have been characterized by an increasing need for economizing.
Since cooperation has proved to be the most efiective means of achieving
economy, especially in the area of technical processing,recent years have
seen accentuated and invigorated efforts toward library cooperation. Furthermore, modern technology, which has made possible cooperative ventures among libraries never dreamed of before, has added further impetus to such efiorts.
In order that cooperative efforts achieve their fullest potential, compatibility of records, formats, and procedures is of foremost importance. In this age of increasing interlibrary cooperation, standardization
has become more imperative. It no longer means merely general agreement on principles or major issues; it frequently means uniformity
down to the last detail in bibliographic records and format.
Cooperation takes many forms, notably sharing resources and exchanging bibliographic records. The latter, in particular, conceTnsthose
in the area of cataloging and classification. Activities and publications
in these areas in 1973 show a preponderance of efforts in cooperation
and standardization. Furthermore, the scope has become international.
The thirty-ninth conference of the International Federation of Library
Associations (IFLA) in 1973 chose for irs general theme "universal bibliographic control." At this conference, Margreet Wijnstroom, secretarygeneral of IFLA, stated: "Our aim is to have everything published in the
world uniformly cataloged."r This may well prove ro be a prophecy
rather than a fantasy.
Following is a discussion of the major trends and significant publications in the areas of cataloging and classification in the year of 1973. For
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those readers who are interested in an overview of the year's work rather
than a selective discussion, a comprehensive annotated bibliography follows this article.
The discussion is organized under five broad headings: cooperative
and centralized processing, catalogs and catalog production, cataloging,
subject analysis, and classification. Since automation constitutes a large
subject in itself and concerns all areas of library service, only those aspects closely related to cataloging and classification of library materials
will be discussedhere. The Annual Reaiew ol Information Science and
Technology, published by the American Society for Information Science, includes a paper on lib.rary automation each year. Also, a pre-Conference sessionon library automation was held in Las Vegas in 1973, and
the papers presented there have been scheduled for publication.
Cooperatiue and Centralized Processing
One rarely opened a journal in the field of library science in 1973
without encountering articles or news items concerning some cooperative
or centralized efforts. These terms are used in the senseof sharing and
exchanging library resources and bibliographic information or providing information from a central source, such as the MARC records or
Cataloging in Publication (CIP). It is in these areas that modern technology is being used to great advantage. Automation and telecommunication have made possible the establishment of networks providing such
service from one central source, yet without the impediment of the time
factor.
The 1970s have seen lessening efiorts toward innovation or experi'
mentation. The economic pinch has resulted in a much more practical
attitude on the part of librarians. Now is the time to consolidate and to
reap the benefits from the experimentations carried out during the
1960s, the years of abundant resources. The fattest cow from the years
of plenty appears in the form of Ohio College Library Center (OCLC).
The initials have become a household word in the library community'
Of the nume:rous experiments with automation in technical processi4g,
OCLC has come through as the most successful and promising system.
At present it not only feeds some sixty institutions in the state of Ohio
but also provides nourishment for libraries in neighboring and even
some far distant states either by making its data base available to them
or by offering itself as a model for similar networks. Recent activities of
OCLC are reported regularly in the center's Newsletter and news items
concerning it appear in most of the journals of library and informa'
tion sciences.
Kilgour has outlined the objectives of the OCLC, which include six
subsystems: (l) on-line union catalog and shared cataloging; (2) serials
control; (3) technical processing system; (4) interlibrary loan communi'
cation; (5) remote catalog accessand circulation control; and (6) retrieval by subject and title.z Among these, only the first was oPerational
in 1973.The others are to be implemented within two years.
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In spite of Kilgour's rather modest statement that "OCtC's five years
of experience is inadequate to warrant recommendation o[ its type of
incorporation as a model,"s and his warning of difficult organizational
problems, newly formed or proposed networks are looking to the OCLC
network system as a model for replication. To those who are about to experience the miracle of modern technology for the first time, OCLC's
"few steps into a vast and unexplored area" as described by Kilgour
seem giant steps forward. Rq;ional networks are being planned or
formed all over the country. Initials such as IRLC, SOIINET,
FEDNET are being constanrly added to the library vocabulary. As an example o[ thesenewly initiated or projected networks, the rec'entlyincorporated Illinois Regional Library Council (IRLC) has among its plans
the promotion of cooperative efiorts for the acquisition and processing
of materials. A New York Task Force on Library Data Centers has recommended a statewide bibliographic computer network, modeled after
OCLC, which will serve academic, public, and specialized libraries.
Among its proposed projects is shared cataloging. A network to be called
SOLINET which encompassesten states is being proposed by the Association of SoutheasternResearchLibraries.
Reports of experimental use of the OCLC system in other parts of
the country include those of the Five Associated University Libraries
(FAUL) in New York, the Cooperative College Library Cenrer in Atlanta, the Pittsburgh Regional Library Cenrer (PRLC), and the Union Library Catalogue of Pennsylvania (ULC).4 Other nerworks being contemplated or planned are CAPTAIN
(Computer Aided Processing &
Terminal Access Information Network), involving Rutgers University
and eight state colleges,and COBICIL (Cooperative Bibliographic Center for Indiana Libraries).r
Hendricks presents the results of a study of library nerworks and
processing centers. He does not recommend the establishment of a processingcenter today, becauseof many negative factors observed in existing ones. Although there is merit in centralized card producrion on a regional, statewide, or area basis, he sees no advantage in handling the
books. Flowever, he exalts OCLC, which he considers to be as important
to librarianship as the space program is to science. He seesthe installation of an OCLC-type, machine-readable bibliographic data base to be
the eventual answer to the mounting costs of technical services in libraries.6
It is only logical that these regional activities should eventually culminate in a national network. The idea has bccn fermenting in library
literature for some time and is finally beginning to rake on a definite
form. In October the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science (NCLIS) came forth with its recommendations for a national library service; "A New National program of Library and Information Service" (Washington, D.C., 1973) wis released and d.isrributed
to librarians and other interested parties for evaluation and discussion.
This is probably the first time a library service on a national scale has
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been formally proposed. The proposal is based on the premise that "the
cooperative, multi-institutional approach to comPuter usage" is most economic and efficient, since such a total systems approach will result in
eliminating duplication of local efforts. The core of the program is the
establishment of a national network which interconnects existing infor-

mal document incorporating comments and evaluations from the people
in the field will be submitted to the United States Congress for legislation in about a year. One cannot emphasize enough the exciting promises
such a program holds.
In Britain, plans for a national library service have resulted in the
establishment of the British Library in 1973. One of its functions is to
act as a central cataloging agency and to compile a complete record of
publications available in the nation's libraries.? Another very ambitious
project is being proposed in that country. Tentatively designated British
Media Record (BMR), it is to be a central comPuter data base of c'atalog information for nonprint materials. The system will involve the cooperation of existing catalog-producing organizations. It is hoped that
this data base will be used by cataloging agencieson a cooperative basis
so that data entered by one agency can be selectedby another agency and
incorporated into its own published output with a resulting elimination
of duplication of input.s
In the proposed national network system in the U.S., NCLIS seesthe
Library of Congress (LC) as the "hub of the nation's bibliographic apparatus" and MARC records as the nucleus of its data base. The scope
of MARC's coverage is being broadened every year. ln 1973 LC began
to include French-language monographs, machine-readable map catalog
records for currently received single and multisheet thematic maPs, maP
sets, and maps treated as serials. In addition, LC has issued a special
MARC data base which contains 7,831 records rePresenting popular titles, i.e., titles frequently ordered from April 1969 through September
1970. An additional series containing some 8,600 titles has also been announced.
On the international scene,MARC is also gaining ground. In Britain,
Coward reports in his paper to the Aslib Computer Applications Group
in June thit MARC as an external project will be discontinued and the
experimental network of some twenty-three libraries will be scrapped.e
.104.
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In the future MARC is to be established as an economic self-supporting
operation oriented toward its potential cusromers which initially will be
the ll5 new local authoriries expected to come into being in 1974. The
back files of British National Bibliography @Nn) containing some
500,000 entries are expected to be available in machine-readable form
within a year. In Canada, a MARC Office, established in January as a
new section under the Research and Planning Branch of the National
Library of Canada, will be responsible for the implementation and documentation of a Canadian I\{ARC tape disrriburion service.l0
Concerning the RECON Project, LC issued rwo publications.
RECON Pilot Projecf, issued in late 1972, presenrs rhe resulrs of the pilot project which was initiated in 1969 to rest various conversion techniques.tl Many practical difficulties were encountered, and the processing of older catalog records and those in foreign languages was found
to present significantly more complex problems than those encountered
in processing records for current EnglishJanguage monographs. As a result, "the prospects for a large-scaleretrospective conversion activity do
not seem encouraging at present." The second document, National Aspects ol Creating and Using MARCIRECON
Records, was prepared by
the RECON Working Task Force which was established concurrenrly
with the RECON Pilot Project to consider certain basic questions of
retrospective conversion that are of national scope.12Three basic questions were studied: (l) is it feasible to define a level or subset of the
MARC format that would allow a library using the lower level to be
part of a future national network?, (2) is it possible to use machinereadable records from a variety of sources in a narional bibliographic
store as a way to reduce the conversion effort on the national level?, and
(3) what are the problems of producing a National Union Catalog
from machine-readable records? The results "affirm the need for coordinated activity in the conversion of retrospective catalog records. Although it seemsimpossible ro prevent all duplication of effort, it is within the realm of possibility to keep that duplication to a minimum and
to achieve a high degree of compatibility among records converted in
difierent places." In view of the proposed national network, the results
and recommendations made in this publication warrant careful study.
Another nationwide projecr of providing cataloging information
from a central source is Cataloging in Publication (CIP) initiated in
1970. Clapp, in an article written shortly before his death in 1972, provides an excellent summary of the background of the program.ra At
midyear, LC reported that the program is processing some 13,000 to
18,000 titles per year and is gaining support from more and more publishers. Information concerning CIP appears regularly in the Library of
CongressInformation'Bulletin and LC's semiannual report on CIP. The
program has been expanded to include selected U.S. government documents which are widely acquired and cataloged by U.S. libraries. The
first federal agency to be included is the National Park Service. Closely
relatecl to the CIP program is Pope's study showins rhat a time-lag exists
Volume 18,Number 2, Spring 1974
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areas.
Catalogsand Catalog Production

tions for the microfilming
card catalogs which is to be published by
the Library of Congress.
Allison summarizes the
and cons of book catalogs and sees the
book catalog as "merely a
porary measure until all libraries can be
linked up to an electronic mputer memory holding the contents of the
National Union Catalog, ith connections provided by high-speecldata
transmission links."2o Pro
ly spurred by the proliferation of book
catalogs in recent years, t
RTSD Book Catalogs Committee is now
working on a set of gui lines for book form catalogs which it is
hoped will be ready for pu ication in 1974.
Several articles on the pplication of modern technology to catalog
production and conversion ppeared during 1973. Malinconico and Rizzolo describe the produc
of photo-composed book catalogs at New
York Public Library th
h manipulation of a machine-readable data
base. The library's au
book catalog subsystemis capable of producing cumulation/su
nt book catalogs in installments.zl MacDonald and Elrod propose a
hod of developing computer-based catalogs
which depends on the
mulation of data from operating programs
ratller than requiring unit
conversion. They also propose that the
bibliographic and finding unctions of the catalog be separated, with
the latter being automated first and the former being served by a card
file with one card per bi iographic item.zz Dimsdale and Heaps describe the file organization nd design for the automation of a milliontitle collection.za
Concerning the more
itional card catalog, a program on the cur.
rent state of catalog card eproduction was sponsored try the RTSD
Reproduction of Litrrary M terials Section at the Las Vegas Conference.
Prior to the meeting J
Z. Nitecki, chairman of the secrion. had
compiled a collection of
nty-one papers concerned with the technology of card reproduction
library catalogs. This collection, which
brings together Iiterature
ning the technical skills used in the production of catalog cards,
reproduced on microfiche by the Library
of Congress.
In connection with the
angement of the catalog efforts are being
made toward an internatio I filing standard. A shortened version of
Coward's statement of pri
ples on filing, prepared for the International Organization for S
rzation (ISO) Working Group on Bibliographic Filing A
appeared in International Cataloguing.zt
Coward discussesthe need
an international program of standardization, and his proposal takes into consideration the three major draft filing codes drawn up by the ,ibrary of Congress,the Library Association
Working Party on Compu
Filing Rules, and the Verein Deutscher
Bibliothekare Kornmission r Alphabetische Katalogisierung, This may
well tre the first step toward
ternational agreement in this area.
Cataloging
Much progress toward in
the area of descriptive ca
Volume 18,Number 2,

tional standardization is being made in
ng, The item foremost in news in 1973
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was the International Standard Bibliographic Descripti,on for Single
Volume and M,ulti-Volume Monographic Publications IISBD(M)], first
published in 1971. Great interest ia being shown in this document as it
ir roo.r to be incorporated. into the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules

standards associations (ISO, American National Standards Institute) or
other professional and information industry organizations, questions
whether the ISBD(M) will achieve any of its three objectives, and points

and given the rationale for the ISBD(M).2s
At the ALA Midwinter Meeting, the ISBD(M) was the central issue
with the Descriptive Cataloging Committee (DCC). A statement by the
committee was issued near the end of the Meeting, reaffirming its accept-

tion. Implementation is expected early in 1974.
The ISBD(M) is also gaining approval in other countries.s0 It complements the Paris Principles for entry and form of headingp, and, in
ihis sense, far greater international standardization has been achieved
in cataloging than in any other bibliographic area.
.108o
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sonneau' in an article pleading for standardization of title pages, also
discussesthe redundancy of certain rules for the choice of entry in the
A AC R and tecommends simplification.ss
Hamdy questions the need of the main entry in cataloging, attacks
.
in particular the concept of authorship in the choice of miin entry as
manifested in the AACR, and advocates the abandonment of the main
entry in favor of a "title unit entry." His argument against the author
a_smain entry is more convincing than his questioning of the need of
the main entry itself, for he fails to refute ltt ttre reisons for having
a main entry as statecl in the introduction to the aacR. Furthermore,
the "title unit entry" he advocatessounds very much like main entry under title.sl

manual," was heralded by some as the fulfillment

of the need.ar The

committee its endorsement of the manual and urged the executive committee to designate it as an interim guideline. However, the executive
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committee was reluctant to endorse it officially. The general feeling was
that the AACR revision should be pushed to production as soon as Possible, rather than provide an interim measure. Nonetheless, the committee received Nonbooh Materials as a basic document for the revision of
the AACR. Part of the reason for this decision was probably that Notzbooh Materials represents the American view and that in the revision of
the AACR the "Anglo" view should be taken into consideration also.
Ffence, the publication of Non-booh Materials Cataloguing Rules pte'
pared by the Library Association Media Cataloguing Rules Committee
It was finally issued in the latter Part
was awaited with some eagerness.sG
of 1973. With these two basic documents, the revision work on chapter
12 of the AACR can now be resumed. The Library of Congress is engaged in the preparation of the draft. Another basic document to be
taken into consideration in the revision is Stand'ords for Cataloguing
Non-print Media (1972) prepared by the Information Science Committee of the Association for Educational Communications and Technology. It appears that there will not be any official standard for cataloging
nonbook materials until the publication of the second edition of the
AACR.
The form and location of media designations constitute major questions in the descriptive cataloging of nonbook materials. Lewis argues
that the generic medium designation immediately following the title
statement is "discriminatory, functionally inefficient, and out of line
with the national and international acceptance of AACR," and that it
should !e placed with the collation.s? Taylor, on the other hand, advocates a generic term used after the title and a more specific designation
used to introduce the collation.ss Two monographs also deal with cataloging of nonbook materials. shifrin devotes approximately one hundred pages to the classification and cataloging of nonbook materials,
considering such matters as Dewey Decimal Classification, various indexing systems,AACR, ISBD(M), and the Canadian manual.se He also includes sample cards and outlines cataloging procedures. Florner's Special
Cataloguing, which is more a treatise than a manual, discussesproblems
encountered in the cataloging and indexing of music, films, maps, serials, and the multimedia computerized catalog.ao
Meanwhile. work toward international standardization continues. It
was reported at the IFLA conference in Grenoble that among the possible IFLA projects to be funded by Unesco grants in 1975-76 is a study
of existing systems and proposals for cataloging nontrook materials.
Also being considered is a draft for an "International Standard Bibliographic Description for Audiovisual Materials."al Such a document has
been prepared by a group of Canadian catalogers, with J. McRee Elrod
as convener. It is suggestedthat IFLA establish a working Sroup to study
this problem. The International Film and Television Council sponsored
an International Conference on Audiovisual Cataloguing in London
from 30 October to 2 November. Among the papers scheduled to be presented was a summary of projects on the preparation of cataloging rules
.
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for nonbook materials. However, the repclrts on the meeting are less encouraging than one might hope. It was reported that there was no opportunity to mention, much lessdiscuss,the existing cataloging rules and
manuals.42While many recommendations concerning international cooperation were made, nothing substantive seemsto have come out of the
conference.
A new genre of nonbook materials in libraries is the machine-readable data file itself, the existence of which brings up the problem of
bibliographic control. Pearson describes a system of cataloging and classifying computer programs and data bases used by System Development
Corporation.ra The Descriptive Cataloging Committee now has a Subcommittee on Rules for Cataloging Machine-Readable Data Files which
reviewed at the ALA Midwinter Meeting papers prepared by its members on topics of medium designation, collation, summary notes, publication data, title transcription, and uniform title. It is expected that
rules will be forthcoming.
In the area of cataloging rare books and manuscripts, two publications contribute to standardization. The second edition of Dunkin's
How to Catalog a Rare Booh updates and expands the earlier edition
particularly in the areas of collation formula and title transcription.aa
The Library of Congress published Manuscripts: A MARC Format, a
manual intended primarily for use of other institutions since LC does
not have immediate plans to distribute records of this kind on magnetic
taPes.46
Subject Analysis
The field of subject headings remains a barren ground. Relatively
little basic research on subject headings, in general, or LC subject headings, in particular, has been reported in library literature. Nineteen
seventy-threeproduced only a handful of publications in this area. Metcalfe inquires into the meaning of the term "subject" and finds it an unsatisfactory term in information retrieval because of arnbiguity in its
use, and particularly because of conflicts and confusions of meaning
with regard to "distinctions of general and specific, and of object and
aspect."46Wang has analyzed the strucrure of LC subject headings for
Chinese literature and Chan has studied the structure of subject headings containing national adjectives.r?,re
Considerably more is happening in the related area of indexing languages. Contributions of Richmond, Kim, and Mineur are noteworthy.
Richmond investigates the compatibility of index terms between different systems.She remarks that "a thesaurus eflective for one field can be
less appropriate in combination with other thesauri for reasons entirely
due to its internal sructure and development," and concludes that "all
index terms have to be defined precisely if they are to be fully effective
as retrieval aids."ae Kim deals with the problem of the updating of
thesauri.60Mineur presents a thoughtful Cxamination of the problems
and the failures of chain indexing and suggests means of handling
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a list of headings relating to Blacks which was developed by catalogers
working with the New York Public Library's Schomburg Collection, lists
of subject headings regarding the Gay Liberation, and topics in the correctional field. At the Las Vegas Conference the Subcommittee on Subject Headings for Gay Liberation was dissolved because no real goals
could be identified and it was felt that there was no good reason for
continuing. At the Library of Congress,. the Technical Processes Research Office is engaged in an in-depth study of subject indicia assigned
to the same books by the British National Bibliography and LC and an
analysis of the correspondence between LC classification numbers and
LC subject headings chosen by the two agencies.szThe evaluation of
differences takes account of the assignments of Dewey Decimal numbers

nature and structure of PRECIS in terms simple enough for most to
comprehend.6s
The eighth edition of LCSH, originally announced for publication
in the fall of 1973, has been delayed until 1974.It will be a cumulation
of headings in the seventh edition and those in the subsequent supplements through 1972 with some special features. The MARC Development Omce is converting LC subject headings data into a MARC format
which will allow all future editions and supplements to LCSH to be produced by an automated system. The eighth edition will be produced
56
from the resulting data base.64'
Classification
In the area of classification, work continues on the major schemes.

British Library due to its wide use in that country. In Australia, a recent
survey shows that approximately 85 percent of the libraries responding to
a questionnaire use DDC.5? In the United States, continuing interest in
the eighteenth edition was evidenced in colloquia on DDC held at a
number of library schools. As yet, procee{ings or paPers of these have
not appearedin print.
For tlre l,C classification, the sixth edition of Class Q. Science was
published in 1973. It seemsthat the long felt need of a general index to

.112.
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the LC classification is finally being met. A task force on cataloging composed of head catalogers of several Canadian university libraries recently obtained a grant under the Canadian federal Local Initiatives Program (LIP) to complete such an index.*
Routine revisions of the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC)
continue. Progressis reported regularly in FID News Bulletfn. Foskett's
book on the classification is a perceptive treatise on the principles and
current developments of the scheme.68Also discussedis the larger question of the need in this modern age of a general classification scheme,
as well as the work of the Classification Research Group.
At long last, the second edition of the Bliss Classification scheme is
promised to be forthcoming. The December 1972 issue of the Bliss CIassificati.on Bulletin reported thar the final camera-ready copy of the new
edition was to be supplied to rhe publisher before the end of 1973 and
that 1974 will see the publication of the first part.
The Classification Research Group has issued a report on its activities
for the period September 1968 to September 1972.5sThe group is still
pursuing the establishment of a general classification scheme. In the discussionsof this project, many fundamental issueshave been raised, such
as the distinction "between the classification of phenomena, as observed
and named by man, and the classification of knowledge about phenomena," the problem of using disciplines as the basis of a general classification, the distinction between subject and form specifications, and the
principles of relational indexing. It appears that the work is still in a
preliminary stage and that we will not see the finished product for some
time. On the other hand, the group's revision of the Classi.ficationof Library and Informati,on Science was reported to be nearing the publication stage. In relation to this project basic problems of classification
were also brought up, such as the determination of core subjects, terminology, notation, and citation order. Hopkins has summarized the
work done by the group with regard to the general classification
scheme.6o
A Ranganathan Memorial prepared by the Committee on Classification Research of the International Federation for Documentation appeared in early 1973 although bearing a 1972 imprint. It includes a
posthumous manuscript by Ranganathan entitled "Impact of Growth
in the Universe of Subjects on Classificarion," which trears philosophically
some very fundarnental aspects of classification.GlIt discussesthe separation of the three planes of work of classification, and points out the
emancipation of the idea plane from inhibition by the verbal and norational planes and the advantage of recognizing the following modes of
formation of new subjects and isolates: Loose Assemblage, tamination,
Denudation, Fission, Fusion, Distillation, Partial Comprehension, and
Subject Bundle.
Jones has raised a fundamental question about classification systems,
* Editor's note: Announcement of publication
of the preliminary edition of this
work-An
Index to the Library of Congress Classification-by
the Canadian Librdry
Association was received February 1974.
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arguing that "mutual exclusivity does not apPear to exist in the real universe: even if it did we would not have the ability to measure it exact'
ly."oz 4t a result, its validity as a basic principle for classification is questionable. Two articles in German deal with the term "classification."
Beck attempts to define classification and related terms and to lay out the
special characteristics of library classification in the first of a series of
articles on basic principles of classification and information retrieval.Gs
Beling and Hagen attempt to clarify concepts of "thesaurus" and "clas'
sification" in the fifth in a series of articles on the terminology of information and documentation.oa
For beginners and library science students, Langridge discusses the
concepts and nature of classification with succinct comments on individual schemes.os
Of interest to classificationistsis the publication of a new
serial entitled FIDICR Newlettter by the FID Classification Research
Committee which includes information concerning studies in classi{ication in general and the work of the committee in particular.
Conclusion
The theoretical and original work continues to come from abroad,
particularly from Britain. American journals on the whole contain mostly results of surveys and articles of a this-is-how-we-do-it tyPe. Mono'
graphs which contain results of research are mostly published dissertations without much rewriting and are often criticized for retaining
much of the paraphernalia and pedanry of academic dissertations.
Nineteen seventy-three has not been an exciting year in terms of pub'
lished works in the field. Hardly any of the works bearing a 1973 imprint can be considered monumental. In fact, only a few can be called
milestones. However, there has been no lack of activities and much prog'
ress has been made in many areas. If 1973 has proved to be somewhat
Iackluster, 1974 seems more promising. With the scheduled publication
of the eighth edition of the LC subject headings list, the revised editions of the ISBD(M) and the Bliss Classification, the possible publication of the seventh edition of the Colon classification, the implementation of additional subsystemsin the OCLC system, and the projected
national network, there are quite a few things to look forward to in 1974.
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4. "Ivy Libraries to Use OCLC," College dt Research Libraries Naa's 5:l0l-102

1973)
.
5. "Cooperative

Network

Boxscore,"

Aduanced TechnologylLibraries

2:4

(March

le73).
6. Donald D. Hendricks,A Report on Library Networhs (University of lllinois,
.
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Graduate School of Library Science, Occasional Papers, no. 108 [Champaign:
University of Illinois Graduate School of Library Science, t9731),23p.
7. The British Library and AACR: Report ol a Stud.y Commissioned by the Departrnent ol Education and Science; director of study: A. H. Chaplin (London: Library
Association, 1973), 86p.
8. A. B. Phillips, "The British Media Record," International
Catalo'guing 2:6 (April/
June 1973).
9. "MARC and British Library Development," Catalogue dr Index 30:10 (Summer
1973) .
10. "Canadian Library Establishes MARC Office," Library
of Congress Inlormation
Bulletin 32:349 (5 Oct. 1973) .
Il. RECON Pilot Project, RECON Pi.Iot Proiect: Final Report on a Project Sponsored
by the Library ol Congress, the Council on Library Resources, Inc., and the U.S.
Department ol Health, Education, and, Welfare, Office of Ed,u.cation; prepared by
Henriette D. Awam, project director
(Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress,
1972) ,49p.
12. RECON Working Task Force, National Aspects ol Creati,ng and, Using MARCI
RECON Record.s; ed. by John C. Rather and Henriette D. Avram (Washington,
D.C.: Library of Congress, 1973), 48p.
13. Verner W. Clapp, "Cataloguing
A New Programme of Prein Publication:
publication
Cataloguing in the United States of America, witJ: Comments on
Some Similar Programmes," Unesco Bulletin
(Jan./Feb.
27:.2-ll
for Libraries
1973) .
14. S. Elspeth Pope, The Tim.e-Lag in Cataloging (Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press,
1973) , 209p.
15. "Cataloguing News: Australia," International Cataloguing 2:2 (April/June 1973) .
16. Carol F. Ishimoto, "National Prog'ram for Acquisitions and Cataloging: Its Impact
on University Libraries," College b Research Libraries 34:126-36 (March 1973) .
17. Edward Graham Roberts and John P. Kennedy, "The Georgia Tech Library's
Microfiche Catalog," Journal of Micrographi.cs 6:245-51 (July 1973) .
18. "University Library's Microfilm Catalog Shared," Library loumal 98:2811 (l Oct.
1 9 7 3 ).
19. "Soutlr African Union Catalog on Microfiche," Inlormation
Retrieval and Library
Automation 9:8 (Aug. 1973) .
20. Scott Allison, "Book Catalogs: Pros and Cons," in Edmond L. Applebaum, comp.,
Read,er in Technical Setices
Science
(Reader Series in Library & Information
fWashington, D.C.: NCR/Microcard Editions, 1973]), p.l0l-16.
21. S. Michael Malinconico and James A. Rizzolo, "The New York Public Library
Automated Book Catalog Subsystem," Journal of Li,brary Automation 6:3-36
(March 1973) .
22. Robin W. MacDonald and J. McRee Elrod, "An Approach to Developing Computer Catalogs," College dt Research Libraries 34:202-208 (May 1973) .
23. J. J. Dimsdale and H. S. Heaps, "File Structure for an On-Line Catalog of One
Million Titles," Journal of Library Autonxation 6:37-55 (March 1973) .
24. Richard Coward, "Towards an Intemational
Filing Standard: Some Notes on a
Proposed Methodology," I nternational Cataloguing 2:3 (April/June 1973) .
25. C. Sumner Spaulding [i.e., Spalding], "ISBD: Its Origin, Rationale and Implicarions," Library lournal 98:l2l-23 (15 Jan. 1973).
26. Gerald L. Swanson, "ISBD: Standard or Secret?," Library Journal 98:124-30 (15
Jan. 1973) .
27. "Tlre Library of Congress Responds," Library Journal 98:394-95 (l Feb. 1973) .
28. Michael Gorman, "Soothing the ISBD Jitters," Library Journal 98:8ll (15 March
1 9 7 3 ).
of Cataloguing
29. Dorothy Anderson, "International
Standardization
and BiblioRecords: The Work of the IFLA Committee on Cataloguing,"
Unesco
$aphic
Bulletin for Libraries 27:66-71 (Mardr/April 193).
30. "ISBD (M) Checklists," lnternational Cataloguing 2:6-8 (July/Sept. 1973).
31. "Revised Edition of AACR," Catalogue & Ind,ex 30:ll (Summer 1973) .
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32. The British Library and, AACR.
Control and Cataloging Cost Control: Inter33. Suzanne Massonneau, "Bibliographic
Data by Pubof Bibliographic
locking Problems; A Plea for Standardization
lishers," Library loumal 98:f890-93 (15 June f973).
34. M. Nabil Hamdy, The Concept of Main Entry as Represented, in the Anglo'
American Cataloging Rules: A Critical Appraisal uith Some Suggestiorts: Author
Main Entry us. Title Main Entry (Research Studies in Library Science, no. l0
Colo.: Libraries Unlimited, 1973]) , 160p.
llittleton,
35. Jean Riddle Weihs, Shirley Lewis, and Janet Macdonald, Nonbook Materials: The
Association,
Organization ol Integrated Collections (Ottawa: Canadian Library

rs73), ro7p.
36. Library Association. Media Cataloguing Rules Committee, Nonbook Materials
Cataloguing Rules: Integrated Code ol Practice and Draft Revision of the AngloArnerican Cataloguing Rules (London: National Council for Educational Technology and Library Association, 1973), 129p.
37. Peter R. Lewis, "'Early Warning' Generic Medium Designations in Multimedia
'fechnical
Seraices 17:66-69 (.Wintet 1973) .
Catalogues," Library Resources dt
38. Virginia Taylor, "Media Designations," Li,brary Resources & Technical Setices
17:60-65 (Winter 1973) .
An Introduction
to the
39. Malcolm Shifrin, Information
in the School Library:
Organization ol Non-book Materials (Hamden, Conn.: Linnet Books, 1973) , 283p.
40. John florner, Special Cataloguing, Wi.th Particular Relerence to Mtuic, Films,
Maps, Serials and the Multi-med,ia
Computeri.sed Catalogue (Hamden, Conn':
Linnet Books & Clive Bingley, 1973) ,327p.
41. "Non-book Materials: Projects and Publications. 5. An International Standard
Bibliographic
Description for Audiovisual
Materials," Interazati,onal Cataloguing

?:7-8 (April/June 1973).
Conference on
42. Vivian L. Schrader and Harriet Aveney, "IFTC
International
Audiovisual
London,
England,
October 30-November
Cataloguing,
2, 1973,"
Library of Congress Information Bulletin 32:A2Ol-202 (14 Dec. 1973).
43. Karl M. Pearson, "A System for Cataloging Computer Software," Special Libraries
M:545-54 (Dec. 1973).
44. Paul S. Dunkin, Hou to Catalog a Rare Booh (2d ed. rev.; Chicago: American
Library Association, 1973), 105p.
A MARC
45. U.S. Library of Congress. MARC Development
Office, Manwcripts:
Forrnat (Washington, D.C.: 1973), 47p.
46. John Metcalfe, "When Is a Subject Not a Subject?" in Touard, a Theory of
Librarianship:
Papers in Honor of Jesse Hauk Shera, ed. by Conrad H. Rawski
(Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1973) , p.303-38.
47. Sze-Tseng Wang, "The Structure of Library of Congress Subject Headings for
Li.brary Resources Cr Technical Senices
Belles-Lettres in Chinese Literature,"
11:231-37 (Spring 1973) .
48. Lois Mai Chan, "'American Poetry' but 'Satire, American': The Direct and InAdjectives," Library
verted Forms of Subject Headings Containing
National
Resources b Technical Seruices 17:330-39 (Summer 1973) .
49. Phyllis A. Richmond, "A Thesaurus within a Thesaurus: A Study in Ambiguity,"
in Toward, a Theory ol Librarianship:
Papers in Honor of Jesse Hauh Shera, ed.
by Conrad H. Rawski (Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1973) , p.268-301.
and Some Meth50. Chai Kim, "Theoretical Foundations of Thesaurus-Construction
of Ameri,can Society
odological Considerations for Thesaurus-Updating,"
lournal
1973) .
for Information Science 24:148-55 (March/April
51. B. W. Mineur, "Relations in Chains," lournal of Li.brarianshdp 5:l?5-202 (July
1973) .
52. "semiannual
Report on Developmenh at the Library of Congress, June 1973,"
Library of Congress Inforination Bulleiin 32:A86-87 (15 June f973) .
53. Derek Austin, "Classification
at the British
National
and Subject Indexing
Bibliography," Canad.ian Li brary J ournal 30:.122*30 (Marchi April f 973) .
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54. -Library of Congress Subject Headings, 8th Edition,', U.S. Library of Congress,
ProcessingDept., Cataloging Seraicel0Z:4 (Dec. lg73) .
55, "Semiannual Report on Developments at the Library of Congress,
June lgZB,"
p.A86.
56. Russell Sweeney,"Dewey in Britain," Cataloguedt Index 30:4-6 (Summer l9Z3) .
57. Janet D. Hine, "A Cataloguing Survey," Auitralian Library louinal 22:24-26 (Feb.
le73) .
58. A. c. Foskett, The lJnhtersal Decimal classification: The History, present status,
'(Hamden,
and Future Prospects of a Large General Classificati.onScheme
Conn.:
Linnet Books, 1973), l7lp,
59. classiEcation Research Group, "Bulletin No. 10," Journal of Documentation
29:51-7r (March 1973).

65. Derek Langridge, Approach to Classificationfor Students of Librari,anshi.p (Hamden, Conn.: Linnet Books; London: Clive Bingley, lgZS), l?zp.

Publicotions in Cqtologing qnd Clqssificcrtion: 1973
An Annotsted Bibliogrqphy*
Lors Mer CutN and SusemU. Gor.ont
College of Library Sci.ence
Uniuersity of Kentucky
Lexington
I. General and Miscellaneous
Applebaum, Edmond L., comp. Reader in Technical Seruices. (Reader Series
in Library & Information Science) Washington, D.C.: NCR/Microcard
Editions, 1973.266p.
Reprints primarily papers published in the lg60s. Of interest ro cata*Annotations have been omitted from publications with titles which reflect
the
contents and from those we have not had an opportunity to examine. The bibliography includes a few publications with 1972 imprint bur released in late lg12 ot
1973.Brief news items and reprint articles are not included.
The following abbreviations are used: AACR fot Anglo-Ameri,can Cataloging Rules
\!967) , ISBD(M) for International Standard Bibliographic Description joi Singk
Volume and Multi-volume Monographi.c Publications, LC for Library of CongtCss,
and OCLC for Ohio College Library Cenrer.
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logers is the section "Bibliographic Control," which includes PaPers on
fill.ng, AACR, book catalogs, and subject analysis.
Avram, Henriette D. "Automation in Technical Processing at the Library of
Congress," Bowher Annual of Library dt Book Trade Information l8:

8r-8e(re73).
Axford, H. William. "Performance Measurement Revisited," College & Re'
search Libraries 34:249-57 (Sept. 1973) '
Reports the application of unit-cost studies in the technical service
functions at Arizon'a State University. Claims that "when correctly used,
the unit-cost study program can enhance staff development and staff self'
esteem" and that "through this process, the creative energies of the group
are channeled into significant contributions toward redesigning systems."
Becker, Joseph, and Pulsifer, .|osephine S. Applicati'on of Computer Tech'
nology to Library Processes:A Syllabus.Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow' 1973.

I73p.
Syllabus of a course in library automation presented in eight units.
Of interest to catalogers are those units on the MARC Program, library
clerical processes,cataloging, and library networks.
Canadian Task Group on Cataloguing Standards. Catalogui'ng Standards: The
Report. Ottawa: National Library of Canada, 1972. 9lp.
Includes fifty-eight recommendations concerning standardization ot
entry and bibliogaphic description, and establishment of a Canadian list
of subject headings based on the LC subject heading list.
Daily, Jay E., and Myers, Mildred S. Cataloging fm Li'brary Technical Assistants.2d ed. Washington, D.C.: Gryphon House, 1973.96p.
A brief manual covering the rudiments of cataloging and classification, processing, card reptoduction, and some acquisitions.
Elrod, J. McRee. "Year's Work in Cataloguing and Classification," Library
Resourcesdt Technical Sewices 17:.175-200(Spring 1973).
Ifess, Susan M., and Roselle, William C. Library Automation at the Unfuersi(Larc Reports, vol. 6, issue 3) Milwaukee:
ty of Wisconsi,n-Miluaukee.
UWM Library University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 1973.94p.
Includes a description of the format of the University of Wisconsin
-Milwaukee's
machine-readable catalog.
Hine, Janet D. "A Cataloguing Survey," Australian Library lournal 22:24-26
( F e b .l e 7 3 ) .
The results of a quesdonnaire completed by ninety-eight Ausualian
libraries reveal that most libraries use the AACR, the 1942 edition of the
ALA Rules for Filing Catalog Cards rather than the 1968 edition' the
Dewey Decimal Clasification, and the Library of Congress subject headings.
Information Dynamics Corporation. Card Number lndex to Cataloging En'
tries Published by the Library of Congress, 1968-72. Reading, Mass.:
1973.3v.
Index to reproductions on microfiche of LC cards contained in Infor-

.
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mation Dynamics Corporation's micrographic catalog retrieval system.
Replaces five annual cumulations.
Kalin, Rochelle M. "The Mechanization of Libraries," Illinois Librari,es 55:,
258-60 (April 1973).
Describes the evolution of mechanization in libraries from its beginning in specialized areas (such as the Atomic Energy Commission's
punched card, Nuclear Science Abstracts) to present-day automation in
the major academic and public libraries. Special mention is made of the
MARC project, computer produced catalogs, and on-line retrieval and
cataloging.
I(aula, P. N. "The Age of Ranganathan Comes ro a Close," Herald of Library
Science ll 323-24 (Oct. 1973).
"The

Management
1973) .

of Cataloguing,"

Catalogue dy Index

30:7-9

(Summer

Reports of papers presented at a joint conference of the Library Association's University, College, and Research Section and Caraloguing and
Indexing Group. Papers include: "Managing the Cataloguing Process,"
"Costs of Cataloguing," "Management of Mechanization," "The Management of Recataloguing," and "The Management of Cataloguing in a
New Polytechnic Library."
Miller, E. J. "Report on rhe Activities of rhe Sub-Commirtee on Cataloguing
and Classification of the Executive Committee of the British and Irish
Association of Law Librarians," International lournal of Lau Libraries
I:83-84 (July 1973).
The subcommittee's major activity is "to proceed with arrangements
for the preparation of a rhesaurus of headings in the field of English
law, to include also Scots, Irish and possibly American law." Recent efforts
wete centered on finding a suitable author for this project.
Sharma, C. D. "Cataloguing Pracrice in Some Indian University Libraries,"
Unesco Bulletin for Libraries 27:3340 (Jan./Feb. l9Z3) .
Thomas, Alan, "Practical Cataloguing Curriculum,"
1l-12 (Winter 1972).

Catalogue b Inilex

28:5,

Traces the history of the concepr of apprenticeship in cataloging
courses, and the ups and downs of the practical components of these
coursesin library school curricula in Britain.
Walker, Gregory P. M. Rzssian for Librarians. London: Clive Bingley; Hamden, Conn.: Linner Books, I973. lZ6p.
For librarians who "need to work efficiently with Russian language material" but "are not concerned with selection or analysis." Of value to
catalogers are sections on the fundamentals of the Russian language,
transliteration, and notes on "cataloguing problems."
\Massom,Earl E.; Custead, Patricia W.; and Chen, Simon P. J. On-line Cataloging and Circulation at Western Kentucky Uniuersity: An Approach to
Automated Instructional Resources Management (Larc Reports, vol. 6,
issue I) Bowling Green: Division of Library Services, \festern Kentucky
University, 1973. 78p.
A detailed description of reclassification as well as current cataloging
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and circulation systemsat Western Kentucky University.
York, Vicky. "Library Technical Assistants: Burgeoning Career Opportunity,"
Ohio Library Association Bulletin 43:4-9 (April 1973).
Transcript of an interview with Hannah McCauley, director of the
Discusses
Library Technology Program at Ohio University-Lancaster.
the purposes, requirements, and training of library technicians'
lI. Cooperatiae and Centralized Processing
Bruin, H. de. "MARC:

A Review," South African Libraries 40:214-29 (Jan.

rs73).
Reviews the literature on MARC to mid-1972, including the MARC
pilot project, MARC II format, British National Bibliography and
MenC, the MARC communications format, the retrospective conversion
of 1960-1969 material, and the international influence of MARC. Also
discusses the results of a feasibilitv studv on the use of MARC in South
Africa.
Clapp, Verner W. "Cataloguing in Publication: A New Programme of PrePublication Cataloguing in the United States of America, with Comments
on Some Similar Progtammes," t-Inesco Bulletin f or Libraries 27:2-ll
(fan./Feb. 1973).
Traces the development of the Cataloging in Publication (CIP) program. Discusses the lessons learned from the Cataloging-in-Source project
of the 1950s and the early stages of the present CIP program. Similar programs in Brazil and the USSR are also described.
Gribben, John H. "southeastern Library Nefivork Planned," Larc Neusletter
5 : 1 , 3 - 4 ( J a n . 1 9 7 3 ).
Reports on the planning of the projected network which will be similar to the OCLC with the possibility of over 100 libraries in the ten
southeastern states as members.
Gross, Mary. "OCLC Cataloging Experiment at Temple University," PLA Bulletin (Pennsylvania Library Association) 28:109-13 (May 1973).

nals, the program will continue for up to three more years.
Hendricks, Donald D. A Report on Library Networks. (University of lllinois
Graduate School of Library Science, Occasional Papers, no. 108) Urbana,
Ill.: 1973.23p.
A discussion of library processing centers and networks and their various activities, focusing on three centers: the Pacific Northwest Bibliographic Center, the Rocky Mountain Bibliographic Center, and OCLC.
Does not recommend the establishment of any more Processing centers
which would handle the books as well as provide cataloging copy. Praises
highly OCLC-type operations.
Hopkins, Judith. "The Ohio College Library Center," Library Resources dv

.
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Technical Seruices17:308-19 (Summer 1973).
Describes the procedures used in the OCLC on-line shared cataloging
system. Based on a speech delivered to a group of technical services librarians.
Humphreys, K. W. "The Need for a National Library Service: What Organization Do We Require for a Total Library Service in Britain?,' Journil of
Librarianship 5:Zb9*69 (Oct. l9Z3) .
Advocates a national network founded upon regional centers rather
than by subject fields.
Irvine, Ruth. "A Note on the conversion of Existing catalogue Records to
MARC Format," Program 7:96-100 (April 1973).
Ishimoto, carol F. "The Narional program for Acquisitions and cataloging:
Its Impact on University Libraries," College dt Research Libraries 94.12636 (March 1973).
Presents the results of a fact-finding studv about the efiect of NpAC
on the organization of bibliographic aciivities in thirteen large university
Iibraries. concludes that this program has contributed towtrd reducing
cataloging costsand increasing bibliographic compatibility with LC.
Kaplan, Louis. "Library Co-operation in the United States," International
brary Reuiew 5:13945 (April 1973).

Li-

A brief sketch of cooperative efiorts in the United States from 1875
to 1970.
Kennedy, John P. "The Southeastern Library Network: A progress Reporr,"
SoutheasternLibrarian 23 (l) : lB-lb (Spring l9Z3) .
"The Southeastern Library Network: Second progress Report," Soztlreastern Librarian 23 (2) :12-t3 (Summer 1973).
Kilgour, Frederick G. "Computer-Based Systems:A New Dimension to Library
Cooperation," College dt Research Libraries Z4:137-42 (March l9Z3) .
Discussesthe effects of computer-based cataloging systems,particularly
with regard to interlibrary cooperation, based on the experience of
OCLC. Also mentions some of the difficult organizational problems in
such a system.
"Projecrs of the Ohio College Library Cenrer," Illinois Libraries bb;
337-38 (May 1973) .
A description of OCLC's on-line union catalog and shared cataloging
subsystem,and other subsystemsto be implemented in the near future.
Kniesner, Dan L., and Meyer, Berty J. "On-line Computer Techniques in
Shared Cataloging," Li,brary Resources dy Technical Seraices l7:Z2b-80
(Spring 1973).
Describes the changeover ro the OCLC shared cataloging by an on-line
system at Ohio State University libraries. Three stages were involved: a
unit catalog card or catalog card set mail-order operation (the ofi-line system) ; the direct hookup of terminals with the OCLC computer (the online system); ability to inrroduce original cataloging into the OCLC data
base and have card setsprinted.
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Library Automation in Sued,en: An Oaeruiew. (Larc RePorts, vol. 6, issue 2)
Tempe, Ariz.: Larc Association, 1973. llp.
Part II describes the Swedish LIBRIS (Library Information Systems)
with a brief discussionof its shared cataloging routine.
Line, Maurice. "Automation and the British Library," Library Association
Record 74:213-15 (Nov. 1972).
Summary of the main proposals in a report entitled The Scope for
Automatic Data Processing i,n the Bri'tish Li'brary published earlier. Includes discussionsof an integrated cataloging system and the retrospective
conversion of the British Museum catalog.
Lodder, N. M., and Fokker, D. W. "An Investigation into the Possible Application of MARC Records in South African Libraries," South African Li'
braries40:206-13 (]an. 1973).
The study consists of two parts: (l) a general survey of technical
processing and of the extent of computerization in South African libraries, and (2) a detailed study of the availability of MARC records for
current monograph acquisitions in six libraries.
llassil, S. W. "Music in an Automated Cataloguing System Using MARC,"
Brio r0:l-4 (Spring 1973).
Describes the Birmingham Libraries Co-operative Mechanisation Project (BLCMP) which was formed in 1969 to investigate the feasibility of
using MARC tapes in a group of libraries. BLCMP is now implementing
an automated shared cataloging system based on LC MARC and British
National Bibliography MARC records, and the original cataloging of participating libraries. A union data base is being developed from which local and union listings can be derived.
Netuorks and Disciplines: Proceedings of the EDUCOM FaIl Conference'
October 11, 12, lJ, 1972, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Princeton, N.J.: EDUCOM, 1973.209p.
Outlines the state of computer networking among colleges and universities in various disciplines including library science.
Ohio College Library Center. Design of Formats and Packs of Catalog Cards'
Columbus: Ohio State University Libraries, Office of Educational Services,1973.54,22p.
Describes the physical characteristics and format of computer-Produced cards, and the procedures for drawing up specifications for production of cards in packs.
Ofi-line Catalog Production. Columbus: Ohio State University Libraries, Office of Educational Services,1973.22p.
Describes the materials and procedures employed to obtain catalog
cards in the OCLC offline mode.
On-line Catalogi.ng.Columbus: Ohio State University Libraries, Office
of Educational Services,1973. 226p.
An instructional manual for OCLC member libraries employing the
on-line cataloging system. Describes the cathode ray tube terminal, in-
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structs in-the operation of the terminal, and explains the tagging and
coding oI bibliographic data.
Papier,-Lar,wence. "Ohio College Library Cenrer: A Briefing paper," Arhansas
Libraries 29:tt-15 (Spring l97B).
Pope_,_!.-Elspeth. The Time-Lag in Cataloging. Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow,

r973.209p.

RECON Working Task Force. National Aspects of Creating anil Using
MARC/RECON
Records; ed. by John C. Rather and Henriette D. Avram. Washingron, D.C.: Library of Congress,1923.4gp.

(3) a national union catalog in machine-readable form, and (4) an alternative strategy for RECON.
Schneider, John H.; Gechman, Marvin; and Furth, Stephen E. Surey of Com,mercially Aaailable Computer-Readable Bibliographic Data Bases. Washington, D.C.: American Society for Informarion Science, 1923. l8lp.
Simmons, Peter. "Library Automation," Annual Reuiew of Information Science and Technology 8:167-201 (1979) .
Review of the 1972 literature of library automation. Includes secrions
on networks, and catalogsand cataloging.
Stewart, R- C. "Cataloging with a Computer; OCLC Comes to pennsylvania,"
PLA Bulletin (Pennsylvania Library Association) 28:9-15 (Jan. l97B) .
Describes recent developments in two networks, pittsburgh Regional
Library Center and the Union Library Catalogue of pennsylvania.
U.S. Library of Congress. MARC Development Office. Information
MARC System.3d ed. Washington: lg73. 44p.
Contains "a description of the MARC
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summary of how machine-readable records are created and used, infolmation about the I4ARC Distribution Service, a selected bibliography of
publications concerning MARC, and a report on automation in techrtical
processing at the Library, which summarizes the principal activities of the
MARC Development Office."
U.S. Library of Congress. Processing Dept. CIP: Cataloging in Publication
Progress Report, !anuary to June, 197).Washington: 1973. l6p.
The progtam, now operating at the rate of 13,000 to 18,000 titles per
year, has doubled during the twelve months ending June 1973. It now covers about 55 percent of the U.S. book trade production'
U.S. National Commission on Libraries and Information Science. "A New National Progtam of Library and Information Service: Draft." Washington: Oct. 1973.l8p.
Proposal for a new program of federal and state suPport for libraries
and information services. Includes recommendations for a national network serving two functions: bibliographic production and service uses.
lII. Catalogs and Catalog Production
Allison, Scott. "Book Catalogs; Pros and Cons," in Edmond L. Applebaum,
comp., Reader in Technical Seruices,p.l0l-16. (Reader Seriesin Library &
Information Science) Washington, D.C.: NCR/Microcard Editions, 1973.
A previously unpublished paper dating from 1968. Concludes that the
book catalog seems to be more useful to some tyPes of libraries than to
others and that it may be "merely a temPorary measure until all libraries
can be linked up to an electronic computer memory holding the contents
of the National Union Catalog, with connections provided by high-speed
data transmission links."
Cluff, E. Dale, and Anderson, Karen. "LC Card Order Experiment Conducted
at University of Utah Marriott Library," Library Resources dv Techni'cal
Seraices17:7V72 (Winter 1973).
Experiment conducted to test the turn-around time of card orders sent
to LC. In comparison to an in-house card processing turn-around time of
ten working diys, 53.9 percent of the orders sent to LC were returned
within thirty working days.
Collison, Robert. Published Library Catalogs.London: Mansell, 1973.
Lists by subject all major published libtary catalogs in the English
language.
Coward, Richard. "Towards an International Filing Standard: Some Notes on
a Proposed Methodology," International Cataloguing 2:3 (April/June

r973).
A shortened version of a statement of principles on filing prepared

able records, and an international filing standard.
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Dimsdale, J. J., and Heaps, H. S. "File Srrucrure for an On-line Catalog of
One Million Titles," Journal of Library Automation 6:37-bb (March

1973\.

Describes file organization and design of an on-line catalog for a collection of one million books. "A metiod of virtual hash adlressing allows rapid search of the indexes to the catalog fiIe."
Jeftreys, A. E. The Conaersion of the Catalogue i.nto Machine Read.ableForm.
Newcastle upon Tyne, Eng.: Oriel press, 1972.95p.
Results of a study of the problems of converting the catd catalog oI
the University of Newcasrle upon Tyne library into machine-readable
form.
Kroller, Franz. "Die Umwandlung des Katalog-Systemseiner .altern' Universitiitsbibliothek in Mikroformen,"
Bibliothehsdienst g:448-bl
(Sept.
1973).
Landgtaf, Alan L., and Kilgour, Frederick G. ,,Catalog Records Retrieved by
Personal Author Using Derived Search lleys," Journal of Library Autom a t i o n 6 : 1 0 3 - 1 0 8( J u n e l 9 Z 3 ) .
Results of experimentation showing that .,search keys derived from
personal author names possessa sufficient degree of distinctness to be employed in an efficienr computerized interactive index to a file of MARC
II catalog records having 167,74bpersonal aurhor entries."
.'An
MacDonald, Robin W., and Elrod,
Approach to Developing
J. McRee.
Computer Catalogs," College dt Research Libraries 34:202-209 (tr4uv

1e73).

Proposes a method of developing computer catalogs by accumulating
_
data from operating programs rather than by conveiting unit cards as
usually is done. suggests that the bibliographic and finding functions of
the catalog be separated with the tatter being automated first.
Malinconico, S. Michael, and Rizzolo, Iames A. ,.The New york public Li
brary Automared Book Catalog Su6system," lournal of Library Automation 6:3-36 (March tgTB).
Describes NYPL's auromared bibliographic control system which is
capable of producing photocomposed booli catalogs. ,,The book catalog
subsystem supplies automatic punctuation of condinsed entries and. contains the ability to produce cumulation/supplement book catalogs in installments."
Maltby, Arthur. IJ.K. catalogue (Jse suruey: A Report. (Library Association,
Research Publicarions, I2) London: Library Association, l9ZB. 3b lv.
The survey was carried our from 196g to lg72 bv the library schools
of the United Kingdom.
Morris, Leslie R. "why Not Both?" Library Resourcesdt Technical seruices 17:
25-27 ftVinter l97Z).
"Both" refers to a dictionary caralog and a divided catalog (i.e., di
vided many ways) . A tongue-in-cheek trearmenr of the subject.
Nixon, Roberta, and Bell, Ray. ',The U.C.L.A. Library Catalog Supplemenr,',
Library Resourcesb Technical Sentices17:2g_31 ('iArinter lb73)'.'
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The University of California at Los Angeles library uses an in-house
IBM 360/20 compurer to produce a weekly updated author and title listing of newly acquired materials which are awaiting catalog copy'
Ohmes, Frances, and Jones, J. F. "The Other Half of Cataloging," Library
Resources & Technical Seruices 17:32O-29 (Summer 1973)'

'neue
Ordnung' im alphabetischen Katalogi' Der
Plassmann, Brunhilde. "Die
Bibliothekar 27:300-308 (May 1973).
Examines the difference in filing order resulting from two codes: ordnung d,er Eintragungen (1969) and Titelaufnahme filr die Kataloge det
allgemeinbildenden B ib Iiotheken.
Port, Idelle. "Developing a Strategy for Retrospective Conversion of the Card
Catalog ro a Maihine Readable Dara Base in Three Academic Libraries
(Small, Medium and Large): Two Alternatives Considered," Information Storage and Retrieual 9:267-80 (May 1973).

size libraries, but questionable for the large library."
Roberts, Edward Graham, and I(ennedy, John P. "The Georgia Tech Library's Microfiche Catalog," Jottrnal of hlicrographics 6:245-51 (J"ly

re73).

The microfiche catalog is a reproduction of the library's entire card
catalog and is updated with a bimonthly cumulated supplement in computer butput microfilm. A copy of the microfiche catalog is placed in every academic and research department on camPus.
Sacco,Concetta N. "Book Catalog Use Study: Failure & Success,"RQ 12:25966 (Spring 1973).
Based on a survey of book catalog use in two libraries, the District
Center Library (West Chester, Pennsylvania) and Forest Park Community College Library (St. Louis, Missouri) . The results indicate that users
are generally favorable toward book catalogs.
Seymour, Carol A., and Schofield, I. L. "N{easuring Reader Failure at the
Catalogue," Li,brary Resources b Technicnl Sentices 17:6-24 (Winter

re73).
Presents a "simple method for librarians to employ to measure and
evaluate author catalogue use" by asking direct questions in brief interviews with readers and by analyzing query slips filled in by readers who
have failed at the catalog.
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West, Martha W.; Koch, Rowena; and Butler, Brett. ,,Computer Filing vs.
ALA Filing Rules," Calit'ornia Librarian 26:4j_b6 (Aprii lgZB).
Reports the results of a study on the difierences between the standard
compurer sorr/merge program and the ALA Rules for Filing Catalog
Cards. The basis of the srudy was CARDSET, a compurer-to-microfilm
system based on the MARC II tapes.
Worthy, John. "Centralized Cataloguing Services in a University Library:
Printed Cards in a University Library Catalogue," Catalogue dr Index 2g:
3-9 (Spring 1973).
lY. Cataloging
" . / = / [ s . 1 . ] [ s . n . ] [ s . 1 . : s . nc.i ]r c a p . 3 0 0 i l l .
[et al.]," U*N*AxB*A*S*H*E*D
Librarian 6:21 (Winter 1973).
The ISBD(M) symbols will make the card catalog more mysrerious ro
_
irs users than it is now. suggests that public libraries get togerher to provide their own card production facilities.
Anderson, Dorothy. "Inrernational Developments in Caraloging," Library Resources& Technical Seraicesl7:13448 (Spring l97B) .
Describes accomplishments of the IFLA Committee on Cataloguing
since 1954 and the funcrions of the IFLA caraloguing secretariat established in 1971.
"International Standardization of Cataloguing and Bibliographic Records: The Work of the IFLA Committee on Citaloguing,,, Uiesco BulIetin f or Libraries 27:66-7 | (March/April l97S)
Describes the work of the IFI-A Commirtee on Cataloguing, which includes sponsoring rhe Paris Conference in lg6l and the Copenhagen Conference in 1969. The permanent secretariat of the IFLA Committee on
cataloguing was established in 1971. rts functions are ro acr as a coordinating center, to promote cataloging projects, and to disseminate information.
Avram, Henriette D., and Guiles, Kay D. "Conrenr Designators for MachineReadable Records: A Working Paper," Journal of Library Automation
5:207-16 (Dec. 1972).
The first of a series of working papers to be presented to the International Organization for Standardization by the International Working
Group on Content Designators o{ the International Federation of Li

term'content designators'."
Berman, Sanford. "Rules for Cataloging Audio-Visual Materials at Hennepin
County Library," U*N*A*B*A*S*I?{*E*D Librarian 7:6_9 (Spring 1973).
Brault, Nancy. The Great Debate on panizzi's Rules in 1847-1849: The Issues
Discussed.Los Angeles: The School of Library Service and The University Library, University of California, 1972.g9p.
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A rather detailed review of this historic event. Reproduces parts of
the hearings of the Royal Cornmission.
The British Library and, AACR: Report of a Study Commissi'oned-lt the
Department of Ed,ucation and Science; director of study: A' H' Chaplin'
London: Library Association, 1973.86p.
Although originally commissioned as a contribution to a wider study
of the feas]bility-of applying auromatic data processing to the operations
of the main nationaf iibraries of Great Britain, this report came to be
concentrated mainly on the expected requirements of the projected British Library. Based on an analysis of the bibliographical and cataloging
functions of the British Library, specific recommendations on the form
and conrenr of its record of holdings are made. The adoption of the
MARC format and of the aacR are among the major recommendations.
Daily, Jay E. organizing Nonprint Materials: A Guide for Librarians. New
York: Marcel Dekker, 1972. 190p.
Parr one includes a discusion of the problems involved in organizing
difierent types of nonprint materials and a procedural manual. Part two
survey, a list of ,sources for. audioincludes an example 6f u .or''-,t.rity
visual materials, lists of uniform titles and subject headings used in cataloging phonorecordings, and general subject headings lists with Dewey
numbers.
"La

internationale normalis€e (International
Description bibliographique
Standa;d Bibliograf,hic Des'iption) ," Bulletin des bibliothtques de
France 18:163-202 (May 1973).
French translation of the ISBD(M) with a preface by Suzanne Hono16, explaining its background and current status and summarizing the

major changes.
l)ogra, R. C. "Cataloguing Urdu Names," Internati,onal Library Reuieu 5t

35r-77(Juty1973).
.,From
Pig to Man," in Toward A Theory of Librarianship:
Dunkin, Paul s.
Papers in Honor of Jisse Hauk Shera, ed. by Conrad H' Rawski' p'33949. Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow,7973.
Summarizesthe development of the descriptive cataloging code'
How to Catalog a Rare Booh. 2d ed. rev. Chicago: American Library
Association,1973.105p.
updates and expands the earlier edition, particulafly in the sections
on collation formula and title transcriPtion.
Flanagan, cathleen c. "wandering Through the British Museum catalogue,"
RQ 18:31-34 (Fall 1973).
A charming, tongue-in-cheek treatment of corPorate entries found in
the British Museum;s General Catalogue of Printed Books. Includes exarnples such as "Association for the Prevention of Premature Burial" and
"Home-Grown Threshed PeasJoint Committee."
Galloway, M. "Cataloguing for the TriRegional
Library Reuiew 57:-21-23 (March 1973).

Book catalogue," ontario

Gorman, Michael. "soothing the ISBD Jitters," Library Journal 98:8ll
March 1973).

.
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The author, who was primarily responsible for the form of the
ISBD(M), assures the reader rhat rhe format was drafred by qualified
persons and the drafts were circulated to many people and national institutions in many countries. Calls the ISBD(M).,a genuine breakthrough
in international standardization."
Grant, Robert S. "Acquisitions and Cataloging in yugoslav National
braries," International Library Reaiew 5:401-406 (Oct. lgZS) .

Li-

Greene, Joanne, and Harkiinyi, Katalin. "Cataloging Screenplays," Library
Resources b Technical Seruices l7:2\8-4b (Spring 1973).
Used in the library ar California Stare University, San Diego, this system advocates main entry under title and modifies the LC class numbers
PNl997.4l-.289 to include scenarios.
Hallsworth, P. P. "TriRegional Computer produced Book Catalogue," Ontario Library Reuiew 57: 18-20 (March l97B) .
Hamdy, M. Nabil. The Concept of Mai,n Entry as Represented in the AngloAmerican Cataloging Rzles. (Research Studies in Library Science,.ro. tO;
Littleton, Colo.: Libraries Unlimited, 1973. 160p.
Questions the validity of the main entry and attacks in particular the
concept of authorship in the main entry as manifested in AACR. Examines in detail the rules concerning choice of entry. Advocates the abandonment of the main entry in favor of a "title unit entry."
Hernes, T. "Resolution of the Scandinavian Conference on Cataloguing and
ADP, Randsvangen, Norway, 12-74 June 7972," International Cataloguing 2:2-3 (fan./March 1973).
Hinchclifi, Shaen. "Record Cataloguing," The Cape Librarian, Aug. 1973,
p.l0-15.
Honor6, Suzanne. "Le Catalogage en France," Inlernational Cataloguing2:
3-5 (July/Sept.1973).
Summarizes the development of cataloging standards in France, the
present revision of some of the standards to bring them into agreement
with the ISBD(M), and mechanization of the national bibliography,
Bibliographie de Ia France.
Fforner, Iohn. Special Cataloguing, With Particular Reference to Music,
Films, Maps, Serials and the Multi-media Computerised Catalogue. Hamden, Conn.: Linnet Books & Clive Bingley, 1g73. 327p.
A treatise on the problems of cataloging and indexing special library
materials. Deals individually with each form listed in the subtitle, examining the problems involved in the bibliographic organizarion and description of the material, and summarizing and comparing the solutions
recommended in the major cataloging codes. Not intended as a day-today work manual, but rather as an "academic" examination of the problems.
Ffunter, Eric J. Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, 1967; An Introduction.
(Programmed Texts in Library and Information
Science) Hamden,
Conn.: Linnet Books, 1972.117p.
Exarnpl es I IIustrat in g A n glo -A mer ican Catal oguin g Rul es, B ritish T e xt,
1967.8d' and Comp. for the Cataloguing and Indexing Group of the Li
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brary Association. London: Library Association, 1973. 50p'
Provides cataloging examples accompanied by notes citing the essence
of the rules and ixplaining the rationale of the choice of entry, the
form of the headings, and the descriptive items"ISBD (M) Checklists," International Cataloguing 2:6-8 (July/SePt' 1973)'
The status of, and artitudes roward, lsBD(M) in various countries.
some national bibliographies are already using it; others are considering
using it or reviewing it.
.,uberlegungen zum Einsatz von Lern-Programmen im unterrichtsR.
"fach
"Jung,
alphabetischi Katalogisierung," in Bibliothek:arbeit Heute, p.10-20.
Frankfurt am Main: Klostermann, 1973.
Discussesthe use of learning programs in the subject field alphabetical
cataloging.
Khrenkova, A. A. "Fifty Years of cataloguing in the USSR," International
Cataloguing l:6-8 (Oct./Dec. 1972).
Elfrieda. "Arrangement and cataloging of Manuscripts in ^th€^Lilly LiLang,
-brary,
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana," Serif 10:3-12 (Spring

le73).
A detailed description of the procedures, with a discussion of the
manuscripts catalog ind manuscripts index and how they complement
each other.
Lehnus, Donald J. A Comparison of Panizzi's 91 Rules and the AACR of
1967. (lJniversity of lllinois Graduate school of Library science occasional Papers, no. 105) champaign: University of Illinois Graduate
School of Library Science, 1972.39p.
The comparison shows rhat rhe basic principles embodied in Panizzi's
9l Rules continue to be evident in the aACR and that fully one-half of
his ideas have been incorporated into the AACR.
Lewis, Elizaberh M. "control wirhout cards: The organization of color
Newsletter
Slide Collections Wirhout Card References," ARLIS/NA
(Art Libraries Association/North America) l:17 (Summer 1973)'
,,'Early warning' Generic Medium Designations in- Multi
Lewis, Peter R.
media Catalogrr"*,'; Library Resources d Technical Seruices 17:66-69
(Winter 1973).

tee.
Library Association. Media Cataloguing Rules Committee' Nonbook Materials
cataloguing Rules: Integrated code of Practice and Draft Reuision of
the Aigto-American Cataloguing Rules. London: National Council for
Educational Technology and Library Association, 1973. 129p.
Rules for cataloging graphics and three-dimensional representations
(i.e., filmstrips, globes, microforms, slides, and transparencies), motion
.
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pictures, and sound recordings. Designed as "a self-contained code of
practice in its own right," it also reproduces from che British Text of the
AACR some of the rules for personal and corporate headings, for uniform titles for books and music, and for recording the publisher's name
in the imprint.
"The

Library of Congress Responds," Li,brary Journal 98:3g4-95 (l Feb.

rs73).

A point-by-point rebuttal ro Gerald Swanson, "ISBD: Standard or
Secret,"Library Journal 98:124-30 (15 Jan. l97B).
Massonneau, Suzanne. "Bibliographic Control and Cataloging Cost Control:
Interlocking Problems; A Plea for Standardization of Bibliographic Data
by Publishers,"Library lournal 98:1890-93 (15 June 1973).
Bibliographic conrrol should begin at the source, i.e., title pages. Suggests that ALA should develop standards of bibliographic form and make
them available to the publishers. Also, certain rules on the choice of entry in AACR can be simplified.
Neddermeyer, G. N. "Cataloging of a Map Collection," Western Association
of Map Libraries Information Bulletin 4:18-25 (March lgTB).
Patterson, Kelly. "Library Think

1e73).

vs. Library User," RQ t2:864-66 (Summer

Discussesthe communication gaps between the library user and the
principles of entry.
Pearson, Karl M. "A System for Cataloging Computer Software," Special Libraries 64:545-54 (Dec. 1973).
Describes a system of cataloging and classifying compurer programs
and data bases.Descriptive cataloging is based on AACR. Classification is
by general areas of application, e.g., accounting. For subjecr analysis, descriptors are used to represent the processing functions performed by a
program, such as data validation.
Schrader, Vivian L., and Aveney, Harriet. "IFTC International Conference
on Audiovisual Cataloguing, London, England, October 30-November
2, 1973," Library of CongressInformation Bulletin C2:A201-202 (14 Dec.

1e78)
.

Reports from the conference sponsored by the International Film and
Television Council.
Shifrin, Malcolm. Information in the School Library; An Introduction to the
Organisation of Non-book Materials. Hamden, Conn.: Linnet Books and
Clive Bingley, 1973. 283p.
Contains approximately 100 pages of discussion concerning the class!
fication and cataloging of nonbook materials, various indexing systems,
cataloging codes for nonbook materials-including
the Canadian manual,
the AACR, and the ISBD(Mland
cataloging procedure and sample
cards.
Spaulding [i.e., Spalding], C. Sumner. "ISBD: Its Origin, Rationale, and Implications," Library Journal 98:l2l-23 (lb Jan. l9Z3) .
Traces step-by-srep the developmenr of rhe ISBD(M), summarizes rhe
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tlifierences between it and the AACR, and discussesthe implications with
particular regard to the mechanization of bibliographic records'
Swanson, Gerald. "ISBD: Standard or Secret?" Library Journal 98:124-30 (15
Jar.. 1973).

Swihart, S. J., and Hefley, B. F. Computer Systemsi'n the Library' Los Angeles:
Melville Publishing Company, 1973. 338p.
Includes sections on catalog publication, cataloging, and cataloging
standards.
,'Towards standardization of catalogues in canada," canadisylvestre, Guy.
an Library lournal 30:252-60 (MaylJune 1973).
A report on rhe National Library's decisions regarding the fifty-eight
recommindations presenred by rhe Canadian Task Force on Cataloguing
Standards. Includes comments on each recommendation.
,'Media Designations," Library Resources b Technical ser'
Taylor, Virginia.
uices 17:60-65 (Winter 1973).
Advocates the use of a generic term after the title of a work as a medium designation. A more specific designation may be used to introduce
the collation if it is needed.
U.S. Library of Congress.MARC Development Office' Manuscripts: A MARC
Format. Washington, D.C.: 1973.47pIntended for the use of institutions involved in creating machinereadable records for manuscripts. The Library of congress does not have
immediate plans to distribute records of this kind on magnetic taPe'
ward, Ruth. "Uniform cataloging of Nonbook Materials in ouachita Parish
(Louisiana Library Association) 36:76
School Libraries,,' LLA nuttittn
(Summer 1978).
Weihs, Jean Riddle; Lewis, Shirley; and Macdonald, Janet' Nonbook Materi'
aki fhe Organizati,on of Intigrated Colleclions. lst ed. Ottawa: Canadian Library Association, 1973. 107p.

examples.
Y. Subject Analysi,s
Austin, Derek. "classification and subject Indexing at the British National
30:122-30 (March/April
Canad,ian Li,brary !ournal
Bibliography,"
1973\ .
Describes the development of PRECIS, events leading to-its establishment, the criteria, and iis characteristicsand structure with illustrating ex-
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amples. Relationship between PRECIS and classification at BNB is also
explained.
Berman, Sanford. "Subject Headings: Changes and Innovations (at Hennepin
County, I\4N, Library) ," UxNxA*B*A*S*I?*Et*D
Librarian 7: l0-l I
(Spring 1973).
"Subject Headings: Further Changes and Innovations (ar Hennepin
County, MN, Library) ," U*N*A*B*AIFS*1?*E*D
Librarian 8:26-29
(Summer lg73).
A tabular list of revised subject headings used at Hennepin County
Library including new headings, what each nelv heading replaces, and
cross referencing involved.
-.
"'Watergate':
A*B*A*S*H*E*D

Tentative Subject and DDC Approaches," UitN*Librarian 8:34 (summer 1973).
A proposed list of options for subject headings and Dewey numbers
for upcoming Watergate materials (nonbook marerials included) followed by cataloging examples. The headings and numbers vary according
to the aspect of Watergate covered.
Buchhart, Helmut.

"Sachkatalogisierung in

dsterreich," Biblos 22:171-75

(1e73)
.
Chan, Lois Mai. " ?merican Poetry' but 'Satire, American': The Direct and
Inverted Forms of Subject Headings Containing National Adjectives," Zr'brary Resources dt Technical Seruices l7:33G-39 (Summer 1973).
An examination of the LC subject heading list reveals a pattern of di
rect and inverted forms of subject headings based on subject categories.
This pattern is difierent from the one based on word-frequency discussed
in Harris' Subject Analysis.
Dio, M. "Establishing the Subject Authority File," u*Nxa*B*A *s*17*E*D
Librarian 6:27-28 lWinter 1973).
Describesa procedure used in the Ellensberg Public Library.
Guddas, Monika, and Aehle, Klaus. "Zur Ansetzung von Staaten im alphabetischen Katalog,"' Zeitschrift filr Bibliothekswesen und Bibliographie
2o:192-204 (MaylJune 1973).
Intended as a supplement and continuation of International Federation of Library Associations, Liste internationale de formes approuuies
pour le catalogue des noms d'itats, ed. by Suzanne lfonord (Provisional
ed.; Paris: 1964), this alphabetical list of names of countries provides
five items for each country listed: the brief form of name which appears
in the Bonn list, the customary brief form, the brief form of name used
in the IFLA list, the official full name, and the official language.
Hoyle, W. G. "Automatic Indexing and Generation of Classification Systems
by Algorithm," Inform,ation Storage and Retrietal g:28342 (April

rs73).
A brief description
Bayes's theorem.

of a system of automatic

indexing

based on

Kim, Chai. "Theoretical Foundations of Thesaurus-Construction and Some
Methodological Considerations for Thesaurus-Updating," Journal of the
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American
t973) .

Society f or

Inf ormation

Science 24:148-55

(March/April

Results of a survey on how thesauri are actually updated. The present
practice is that the updating is largely done try indexers alone without
feedback or input by the question negotiators. Such a method does not allow a cybernetic process of communication, i.e., "both way" communication, between authors and readers. Argues for a theory for the systematic
updating of a thesaurus and proposes techniques for this purpose.
Metcalfe, John. "When Is a Subject Not a Subject?" in Toward a Theory of
Librarianship: Papers in Honor ol JesseHauk Shera, Conrad H. Rawski,
ed., p.303-38.Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow,1973.
Inquiring into the meaning oI the term "subject," Metcalfe concludes
that it has not proved to be a satisfactory term in information retrieval,
due to the conflicts and confusions of its meaning, "particularly with distinctions of general and specific, and of object and aspect."
Mineur, B. W. "Relations in Chains," lournal

of Librarianshi.p 5:175-202

fiuly 1973).

Summarizes the criticisms of chain indexing. An inherited overemphasis on generic relationships is seen as the major cause of the failures of
chain indexing. Suggeststhe use of symbols to emphasize syntagmatic relations and prevent ambiguity.
National Association of Realtors. Subject Headings for Real Estate Libraries.
2d ed. Chicago: 1973. 201 lv.
Richmond, Phyllis A. "A Thesaurus within a Thesaurus: A Study in Ambiguity," in Toward a Theory of Librarianship: Papers in Honor of Jesse
Hauk Shera, Conrad H. Rawski, ed., p.268-301. Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow 1973.
Using Engineers Joint Council, Thesaurus of Engineering Terms as
an example, Richmond demonstrates that "an index made for a relativeIy narrow field and not designed to be used outside that field can be quite
effective with terms that would cause no end of difficulty in combination
with similar indexes for other fields.'' Concludes that all index terms must
be defined precisely in order to be {ully ellective as retrieval aids.
Rugh, Archie G. "Catalog, Bibliography, Or Index?" RQ

13:27-30 (FalI

re73).
Discussesthe ambiguous use of the form subdivisions "Bibliography,"
"Catalogs," and "Indexes" in LC subject headings and the problems such
ambiguities create for reference librarians.
Sinkankas, G. M. Study in the Syndeti.c Structure of the Library of Congress
Li.st of Subject Headi,ngs. (Pittsburgh Studies in Library and Information Sciences, no. 2) Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh, Graduate
School of Library and Information Sciences,1972. Il6p.
Slight, O. E. "The Segmented Subject Catalogue: A Free-Vocabulary Subject
Approach to Library Materials," LASIE (Library Automation SystemsInformation Exchange) 3:2-18 (Jan. 1973).
Sparck Jones, Karen. "Collection
.
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Classification Performance," Information
5 1 3 ( S e p t .1 9 7 3 ) .

Storage and Retrieual 9:499-

Attempts to discover the collection properties determining retrieval
performance with automatic term classifications. The performance depends upon (l) the supply of terms for matching in request and document descriptions, (2) the supply of terms for classification in document descriptions and term vocabulary, and (3) the supply of srrong connections between terms.
U.S. National Library of Medicine. Cumulated List of New Medical Subiect
Headings, 1963-1973. Bethesda, Md.: 1973.276p.
Wall, R. A. "Indexing Language Structure for Automated R.etrielval," Information Storage and Retrieual 9:607-17 (Nov. 1973).
Wang, Sze-Tseng. "The Structure of Library of Congress
Subject Headings
-Resourcei
for Belles-Lettres in Chinese Lirerarure ,'t Librory
dy Techniil
Seruices17:231-37 (Spring 1973).
Discussestwo categories: the literary genres and the chronological subdivisions. More specific headings for the genres and more period subdivi
sions will be needed for the expanding Chinese collections in American
academic libraries.
Yl. Classification
Bakewell, K. G. B. "The London Classification of Business Studies: Toward
a Revised Edition," Aslib Proceedings 25:346-48 (Sept. 1973).
Beck, Helmut. "Klassifikation und Informationswiedergewinnung zu aktuellen Problemen aus bibliothekarischer Sicht (Teil I) ," Zentralblatt liir
Bibliothekswesen 87:2-25 (Jan. 1973).
First in a series of articles on classification and information retrieval.
Attempts to define classification and related terms, and to lay out the special characteristics of library classification and the criteria for information retrieval.
Beling, Gerd, and Hagen, Peter-Tronje. "Versuche zur Terminologie in Information und Dokumentarion. V: Klassifikation: Zugleich ein Bericht des
Komitees fiir Terminologie und Sprachfragen (KTS) der DGD," Nachrichten filr Dokumentation 24:119-26 (June 1973).
Fifth in a series of articles on the terminology of information and
documentation, this number attempts to clarify concepts of "thesaurus"
and "classification."
Btittner,
"Die
Gudrun.
Bibliothekarisch-Bibliographische Klassifikation
(BBK) . Entwicklungsstand und Anwendung in den Bibliotheken der
UdSSR," Zentralblatt filr Bibliothekswesen86:577-87 (Oct. 1972).
Describes the structure, development, and current application in USSR
of the new bibliothecal-bibliographical classification. Also ourlines rhe
methods used by three large libraries in USSR for the reclassifrcation of
their collections.
Chan, I-ois Mai. "The Tenth Abridged Dewey Decimal Classificarion and
Children's Room,/School Library Collections," School Library Journal
20:38-43 (Sept. 1973).
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Discussesrevisions made in the new edition with emphasis on the fundamental change which renders the abridged edition more an adaptation
than an abridgement of the full version of DDC.
Chatterjee, Mridula. "Information Theory and Library Classification," Indian
Librarian 7:100 (March 1973).
Chen, Simon P. J. "Automated Cataloging and Reclassification by ATS (Administrative Terminal System)," Special Libraries 64:193-97 (April

te73).
Describes the reclassification of a collection of 250,000 volumes from
Dewey to LC classification by the on-line Administrative Terminal System within seven months at \Mestern Kentucky University library.
Christy, B. "Map Classification: Basic Considerations and a Comparison of
Systems," Western Association of Map Librari'es Information Bulletin 4z
29-42 (March 1973) .
Classification Research Group. "Bulletin No. 10," Journal of Documentation
29:51-71 (March 1973).
Summarizes topics discussedat the grouP's meetings September 1968September 1972. Among these are general classification, library and information science classification, and the revision of Bliss's Bibliographic
Classification.
Custer, Benjamin A. "Dewey Decimal Bulletin," Wilson Library Bulletin 48:
349-51 (Dec. 1973).
A list of official additions and conections to Abri.dged Dewey Decimal
Classification and Relatfue Index, Edition 10.
Dahlberg, lngetraut. Grundlagen uniaersaler lili'ssensordnung. Munich: Verlag Dokumentarion, 1973. 420p.
"Examines dre theoretical foundation of classification as a science for
the determination and systematisation of the relation among concePts
which may form classesin a scheme of subjects, data, or object location.
It compares the structure of six universal classification schemes, DDC,
UDC, LCC, CC, BC, and BBK, and points out their inadequacies for the
classification of subjects. On the basis of the comparative study, proposals
are made for a new universal classification system. The proposals cover
the structure and contents of the new scheme, as well as its value to information science and other disciplines."-F1D News Bulletin 20:145 (15
Nov. 1973).
Donovan, Peter W.; Hunt, David C.; and Mack, John M. "Professional Developments Reviewed: The Dewey Decimal Scheme and Mathematics,"
Wilson Library Bulletin 48:220-22 (Nov. 1973).
Criticizes the new mathematics schedule in the 18th edition of Dewey
as "not suitable for a college, university, research or technical library."
Proposes two alternatives based on the American Mathematical Society's
1970 mathematical paper classification scheme.
Dreese, M. J. "De verwerking van UDC-coderingen door de compu.er," Open
5:227-3r (April 1973).
Describes the processing of Universal Decimal Classification codings
by the computer.
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Dubuc, R. La classification ddcimale uniuerselle (C.D.U.) Manuel pratique
d'utilisation. Sd ed. rev. Paris: Gauthier-Villars, 1973. 308p.
Revised edition of a manual on the methods of using Universal Decimal Classification. Also describes irs srructure and principles.
FID/ CR Newsletter. l3l March l9Z3The Hague?
A newsletter "to keep members of the Classification Research Committee of FID informed of srudies in classification in general and the
work of the FID,/CR Committee in particular."
Foskett, A. C. The (lniuersal Decimal Classification: The History, present
Status, and Future Prospects of a Large General Classification Scheme,
Ilamden, Conn.: Linner Books, I973. l7lp.
pg1."paive treatise on the background and current developments of
_,-4
UDC. Also inquires into the larger question of the needs for a general
classification scheme and discussesthe work of the classification Research
Group.
Fox, H. "Classification and Cataloging Scheme for a Small Map Library,"
Western Association of Map Libraries Information Bulteiin 4:24-8I
(Nov. 1972).
Hopkins, Fran. "General classification Theory*A
Review of classification
Research Group Work," Library Resources dy Technical Selices l7,201l0 (Spring 1973).
Discusses the new general classification scheme being developed by
CRG with a NATO grant. ''Using Kyle's scheme as a model and integrative levels theory for facet grouping, the group has explored applications
of general systemstheory and relational analysis."
Jarrell, Howard. a classification scheme for coltege catalogs. westminster,
Colo.: Library Reports and Research Service, l9Z3?
Jelinek, Marjorie. "Dewey 18: A British View,', Catalogue dt Index Zg:g-10
(Winter I972).
Comments on each class briefly and recommends more thorough revision. suggests a British edition of Dewey Decimal classification with
the removal of the American bias and an emphasis on the British Isles. Expressesfaith in rhe durability of DDC.
.,An
Expansion of Library
Jones, Gerda Annemarie, and Weeks, Elizabeth H.
of congress classesPT 2600-2688," Librarv Resourcesdt Technical seruice,s
17:32-34 (Winter 1973).
The numbers were expanded to meet the needs of a research collection of German language and literature in the library of the University
of California, Riverside.
Jones, Kevin P. "The Environment of Classification: The Conceot of Mutual
Exclusivity," lotunal of the American Society for Informiti,on Science
24:157-63 (March/April 1973).
A thought-provoking article, questioning the fundamental basis of
classification defined as "all attempts at the imposition of order upon our
observations of the universe." concludes thai "mutual exclusivity does
not appear to exist in the real universe: even if it did we would not have
the ability to measure it exactly."
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Kumar, P. S. G. "Dewey Through A Century; an Evaluation of Edition 18,"
Herald of Library Science 12:38-43 (Jan. 1973).
A favorable review.
Kwan, Cecilia. "Classification Policies in Law Libraries Using Subclass KFthe Results of a Questionnaire," Law Library Journal 66:34-36 (Feb'

rs73).

A study of law library policies of "forcing" nonlegal or law'related
materials into KF. The results indicate that most KF users accePt LC's
non-law numbers, i.e., not "forcing." Those adopting the "forcing" or
partially "forcing" policies are mostly smaller libraries.
Langridge, Derek. Approach to Classif.cation for Students of Librarianship.
Hamden, Conn.: Linnet Books; London: Clive Bingley,1973. 122p.
An elementary textbook on classification. Discussesthe concepts and
nature of classification with succinct remarks on individual schemes.
Larsgaard, M. "Map Classification: General Theories and Specific Practice,"
Western Association of Map Libraries Information Bulletin 4:3441
(Nov. 1972).
LoPresti, Maryellen. "An Automated Slide Classification System at Georgia
Tech," Special Libraries 64:509-13 (Nov. 1973).
The system described is an adaptation of the Santa Cruz slide classification system developed by Wendell W. Simons. The slide catalog records are being converled to machine-readable form, will be updated by
the computer, and are to be printed in microfiche form'
Moore, J. R. "On Interrelationships of the Sciencesand Technology as Expressed by a Categorized List of Journals and Modified by a Classification
System," Journal of the American Society for Information Science 24:
359-67 (Sept./ Oct. 1973).
The interrelationships are analyzed by means of linkages derived
from the listing of journals under more than one subject category in the
list "source Journals Arranged by Category" from the 1970 Science Citation Index, and by grouping these subject categories according to the
Dewey Decimal Classifi,cation.
Mowery, Robert L. "The Classification of African Literature by the Library
of Congress," Library Resources b Technical Sentices 17:340-52 (Summer 1973).
Three difierent patterns are discovered in LC's classification of African literature written in various languages. Criticizes in particular the
handling of African literature written in the English language and Proposesan alternative treatment.
Petersen, Von Cord W. "DK und alphabetischer Thesaurus: Konkurrenten
oder Nachbarn?" Nachrichten fiir Dohumentati,on 24:52-59 (April 1973).
Argues that books are best shelved by a multilevel hierarchical $ystem'
i.e., Universal Decimal Classification, whereas articles and Patents should
be filed by means of a set of essentially equal and combinable descriptors,
i.e.. a thesaurus,
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Primrose, Carol. "U.D.C. Modification," SLA Nezrs (Scottish Library Association) l13:lg3-99 flan. 1973).
A classification scheme for English literature based on the Universal
Decimal Classification and designed for rhe Andersonian Library, University of Strathclyde. Modificarions include division by period (single centuries rather than literary movements) , consolidation of works by individual authors in one place, and collocation of history, biogtaphy, and criticism.
Ranganathan, S. R. "Impact of Growth in the Universe of Subjects on Classification," FID/CR Report (International Federation for Documentation,
Committee on Classification Research) 12:2-20 (lg7?) .
A "recent manuscript" traces the development of the removal of ri
gidity in library classification.Discussesthe separation of the three planes
of work of classification. Points out the emancipation of the ideal plane
from inhibition by the verbal plane and norarional plane, and the advantage of recognizing the following modes of formarion of new subjects
and isolates: loose assemblage, lamination, denudation, fission, fusion,
distillation, partial comprehension, and subject bundle.
Strauss, Carol D. "A SuggestedExpansion of the NLM Classification Scheme
for Dentistry," Bulletin of the Medical Library Association 61:328-32
(April 1973).
Swanson, Gerald L. Deuey to LC Conuersion Tables. New York: CCM Information Corp., 1972. lB8p.
Sweeney, Russell. "Dewey in Britain,"

te73).

Catalogue b Index 30:4-6 (Summer

This survey, conducted in July 1972, reveals that of the 940 libraries
(response rate 92.52 percent) that returned the questionnaire, 744 are
using the Dewey Decimal Classification. In Britain 99.3 percent of public
libraries and 85.5 percenr of college libraries use DDC. Although onty AO
percent of university libraries use DDC, it has gained new followers since
an earlier survey made in 1967.
U.S. Library of Congress. Subject Cataloging Division. Classification. Class Q:
Science.6thed. trVashington,D.C.: 1973.415p.
Incorporates the additions and changes adopted through September
1970.
Whatmore, Geoftrey. "Classification for News Libraries,"
25:207-2r5 (June 1973).
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'73-Review
Serials
and Trends
HaNs H. Wnsrn*
Uniuersity Library
Uniaersity of California
Riaerside

f F WE REMEMBER ANYTHING ABOUT 1973, as far as serials are
r concerned, we will probably recall it in terms of rampant inflation.
Industry (subscription agencies) estimates run overall from 9 percent
to 16 percent, and this may be a somewhat conservative figure used in order not to alarm librarians too much. About l0 percent of some 59,500
titles handled by one major agency incurred rare changes. Of these 1.4
percent actually decreasedin price.
Let us look at some outstanding examples of what we were forced
to face: Bioresearch Index ftom $75 to $400 (433 percent increase), Biochemical tournal from gl80 to $265, Chemical Abstracts from 91,900 to
$2,400 (26.33 percent increase), and American Statistics Index fuom
$440 to $790. U.S. government publication serials were no exception:
Statistical Bulletin from $1.50 to 928.70 (1,814 percent increase),Congressional Record from $45 to $100, Current Busi.ness Reports from
$6.00 to $30.10 (401 percent increase),Index Medicus from 963 to 9155,
Euruey of Current Business from $9.00 to $34.45, Commerce Today
from $15.00 to $42.40, and Air Pollution Abstracts from gl5 to 927, to
name but a few.l
Many publications have virtually doubled in price. British and Japanese publications especially have been subject to excessive price increases.The devaluation of the dollar and the fluctuating nature of former hard currencies have compounded the situation in terms of increases in both subscription prices and administrative costs. Library
budgets seldom keep pace with overall price increases.In a period of, at
best, static serials budgets, the effects of such substantial increasescan be
most serious indeed. The major result throughout the country has been
a move toward a general reduction of from l0 percent to 20 percent (in
dollar amounts) of a library's active serials list. A term which one sees
increasingly is "deselection." In the best of casesthis will mean an organized effort by the Iibrary ro reduce its active serials list with the close
*The author is indebted to many representatives of
subscription agencies and the
reprint/o.p. industry for information included in this paper. Statements of fact and
opinion not clearly identifiable as the author's derive from these sources.
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The Consequencesof Inflation
The consequencesof inflation are several: a greater concern for cooperative acquisitions and periodical banks, increased interlibrary lending, the development of union lists, and a move to conversion to microform.

Among the noteworthy examples of efiective service through interlibrary loan has been the service of the center for Research Libraries
in Chicago in providing loans ro member libraries of foreign newspapers secured under the Association of Research Libraries Foreign Newspaper Microfilming Project, as well as loans of domestic newspapers.
The interlibrary loan processwill obviously be afiected by the rise in
prices. As subscription lists are reduced, libraries will become ever more
dependent upon each other, and pressuresto lend bound journals or to
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increase photocopying capabilities will increase substantially. Librarians
to regional interlibrary loan service
must review e"isting-i*pediments
them (particularly in state-supportupon
is
forced
before such service
ed institutions) from without.
The growth of system-wide and statewide union lists of serials is an
etr.ontug-ittg development. A librarian who Possessesknow_ledge of serial
holdings- oi u ttr.r-6er of neighboring libraries and who has reasonably
fast phlotocopying or interlibrary loan service available may find it un,r"..iru.y to .o.t.id.t the purchase of extensive backfiles. To be of value,
such union lists should bi kept up to date as continuing €ndeavors and
must contain accurate and detaiied holdings. Because they should be
compiled to meet the needs of and organized for the convenience of interfitrary loan and serials personnel, rither than for the convenience of
computer operations, it is extremely important to secure close coordination in such projects among the serialJ librarians-especially the serials
catalogers-thi interlibrury loatt personnel, and the syst€ms_personnel.
The c6ntribution of the serials cJtuloger in providing suitable direction
and guidance relating to entry is crucial.
Microform Substitutes
The increased availability of journals and newspaPerson microform
coupled with rapidly escalating costs of binding and the grow]ng lack of
stotige sp".e *ikes the idea of reliance on microforms much more accept;ble presently than in earlier years. Librarians have generally hopgg
that they would not be faced witii this decision for another ten to fifteen years, but it has become clear to many of us that the day of the microfoim is here. Strangely enough, the advent of the massive use of miffoforms in some qnuit.rs has contributed to bringing dor'Y1 the p1ic9
of second-hand.materials. Industrial libraries especially troubled by lack
of space are converting their holdings to microform and selling their
bound volumes. Institutions feeling the pinch of massive price increases
are reducing duplicate subscriptions and finding buyers for these duplicare back r.1r. T.hir means th;t publishers are securing fewer renewals,
which may lead them ro raise prices. But for the first time publishers
may be getting the messagethit they can price themselves out of the
market. WfritJtnis may bring a less than sympathetic comment from the
harried librarian, it may mean the loss of another journal to the scholarly world. But the loss may not be without a gain if, everrtually, the number of specializedjournals is reduced and the result is fewer, better jo,urnals. In ut y .rr"tti, these sales of backfiles are bringing on the market
more stock of such sets as tJneZeitschrift fiir physicalische Chemie, a
title almost impossible to acquire two years ago.
The majof impact of this microform "revolution" is felt by the li
brarian who must- try to se6ure reader acceptance of microforms. Many
faculty view microforms with distaste if not downright revulsion and
requiie a great deal of individual attention and instruction in their use.
Once instiucted properly, however, the faculty and, even more' the stu-
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dents have shown remarkable resiliency in adapting to the new device.
- 9t" of the major unresolved questions relating to microforms is the
choice of medium, specifically the choice betweerr microfilm and. microfiche. At least two ALA committees are currently concerned with the
problem. Major companies in the field are either rrying to play it safe
by_offering both types for the same tirle, or specializing in bne or the
other and actively seeking to commit customers to one oithe other form.

The Reprint Marhet
According to industry sources domestic purchases of reprints have
dropped 30-35 percent. This substantial decline is atrributed ro rwo fac-

print.

It seemsvery likely that we will be faced with large increasesin the
costs
new reprint sets as a result of staggering rises in paper and
-of
printing costsand increasedoverhead.
Subscription A gents and Publishers
A question frequently raised in discussions concerning agents and
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publishers relates to the reason for the growth of the service charge.
Conversations with representatives of several major subscription agencies reveal that the publisher now finds the annual price increase a better
source of funds than the previous practice of securing cash in advance
for future years. For.the agency, price increases are usually accompanied by a reduction in agency commission. This, in turn, results in reduced revenue to the agency or, of course, higher service charges to the
library.
Generally poorer service by publishers has resulted in an increase of
complaints and adjustments. This has increased the required proportion
of customer service personnel to more than 25 percent of an agency's
staff, without increasing profit. Many association and society publishers
have discontinued commissions to agencies because of either the price
squeezeor their feeling that agenciesare too much trouble to deal with
and that one should deal directly for greater efficiency (let's not open
that Pandora's Box). The result is the discouragement of agency orders
by not giving discounts.
Because of paper shortages, more and more serials are failing to
meet scheduled publication dates, to the point of becoming irregular
for all practical purposes. Publishers are increasing the practice of no
cancellation and thus no refund once an order is processed or service
has begun. The growth of fulfillment or "service" centers not owned or
controlled by the publisher continues. (The use of the term "service" in
this context seems premature, to say the least.) The one-year-only subscription term is upon us in greater numbers as costs spiral so much higher each year that the annual increase becomes a necessity for survival. A
trend which will not please the smaller school libraries is the more common requirement of publishers that subscriptions be placed for volume
year or on a by-volume basis only. And finally, the paper shortage means
that fewer extra copies will be printed, so claiming will need to be handled much more speedily in order to get an unreceived issue before other libraries beat you to it.
In addition to raising prices as much as 1,000 percent in response to
pressure from Congress to put the publishing program on a self-supporting basis, the Government Printing Office (GPO) has for all practical
purposes cut subscription agencies off from their 25 percent trade discount on periodicals. This used to be a profitable item for agencies to
handle. Now a handling cost will have to be charged to libraries dealing
through agencies,thus raising some more costs. There is still the option
of the 25 percent discount if the agency orders in bulk and handles all
distribution. One can only imagine what the resulting delays will be under this arrangement. But, then again, one wouldn't have to deal with
the GPO either; so perhaps there is a bright side to this after all. If the
transshipping delays could be minimized by an agency and if some of
the 25 percent discount is passed on in not charging a service charge for
this service, then perhaps some agency might have a more profitable operation.
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C olle ction D eaelopment

l. for the allocation of library marerials budget including the development
of budget formulas.
2. for the formulation of collection development policies.
3. for the description and evaluation of library collections.
f.o. the development of review programs with a view to coping with space
.. 1.
limitations.s

Conf erences
conferences seem to take up a certain portion of librarians' time,
and serials librarians
are no exieption.
Thrie
conferences indicate the
importance of serials within the library framework. The first was the
conference on Management Problems in Serials work held at Florida

* Editor's note: The name of the association
was changedlater in the year, without
a. change of acronym, to Association for Library Automation Research communications.
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problems of network managers, medical networks, and descriptions of
ihe National Library of Medicine and the University of California at

a report on the "International Standard Bibliographic Description for
Seriils," a discussion of microforms in serials acquisition, and manage-

periodicals, exchange, automation, and manageme-nt of periodical coliections in public fibraries. This was a fabulous day fol the serials librarian, and AI-A and the RTSD Serials Section are to be highly commended for organizing a most successfulProgram.
Serials Cataloging, Identification Numbers, and Data Bases
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ed 5,200 records for newly cataloged serials, which include for each indication of the "key title" and the headings used by the participating Iibraries.s The concept of "key title," resulting in a designation which
may or may not agree with the main entry as determined by the AngloAmerican Cataloging Rules (and applied in the MARC serials format),
has been introduced as a part of the International Serials Data System
(ISDS) which is a part of the larger UNISIST system proposed by
IJnesco for the international exchange o{ scientific information. The
ISDS operates through the International Centre for the Registration of
Serial Publications in Paris, which has the responsibility for the allocation and assignment of International Standard Serial Number (ISSN)
designations to serials.eDraft International Standard 3297 was distributed in late 1973 to national representatives of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) for ratification. Approval of this
draft will officially ratify the ISSN as a unique identifying number for
a serial publication. The center is presently concentrating on bringing
together a single file of 30,000 titles from the machine-readable data
basesof CASSI (Chemical Abstracts Service Source Index), CNRS (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique of France), INSPEC (Information Service for Physics, Electrotechnology, and Control of the Institution of Electrical Engineers), BIOSIS (Biological Science Information Serviceof Biological Abstracts), and Geological Abstracts.ro
In addition to the serial formars conrained in AACR and ISSN, there
is the format specified in the "Internarional Standard Bibliographic Description for Serials" IISBD (S) ]. The ISBD (S) is primarily concerned
with the data elements utilized in the correcr description of a serial title
and is not concerned with main enty as such. According to NSDP, all
major discrepancies which formerly existed between the proposed standard for the ISSN and the ISBD (S) have been eliminated. If the past
experience of international negotiations is relevant, the main points will
be settled quickly and the problems will arise with the minor questions.
Another agency at the international level is the Working Group on Bibliographic Data Interchange, a subunir of UNISIST, which held meetings in 1973 for the purpose of investigating the areas of comparibiliry
in existing or developing data basesor systems.ll
To return to activities of NSDP, a present project with the University of Minnesota is devoted to studying the feasibility of converting
the Minnesota Union List of Serials file (80,000 records) into a form
meeting NSDP data base specifications for the basis of a proposed national serials data base.l2 A projected activity involves developing a
large core data baseof 6O000 serial titles in scienceand technology.ls
The Ad Hoc Discussion Group on Serials Data Bases was formed at
the Las Vegas Conference of ALA in June 1973 as a resulr of concern
on the part of several individuals relating to:
l. The lack of communicationamong the generatorsof machine readable
serialsfiles.
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2. The incompatibility of formar and/or bibliographic data among existing
files.
3. The apparent confusion about the existing and proposed bibliographic
descriptionand format "standards."la
In the words of a report prepared for discussion at the Association of
ResearchLibraries (ARL) midwinter meering of 19 January 1974,
An urgent requirement exists for a concerted effort to create a comprehensive
national serials data base in machine-readableform. Neither the National
Serials Data Program nor rhe MARC Serials Distribution Service,at their
current rate of data base building, will solve the problem quickly enough.l5
Thus the group set about to improve communicarion, to lay the groundwork for solving the compatibility problems, to creare a set of agreed
upon practices, to prepare a proposal for a cooperative conversion project, and to find a vehicle (the Ohio College Library Center system) for
such a project. We shall certainly hear much more of the NSDP and the
Ad Hoc Discussion Group in the future. Perhaps these endeavors will
help to solve many of the problems relating to generation and maintenance which have plagued the various state and regional union lists of
serials.
B ibliographies of Serials
And yet one final acronym, for perhaps the rnost eagerly awaited
work of the year, the 195F1970 cumulative New Serial Titles (NST).
This excellent work, based on cooperation between the Serial Record
Division of the Library of Congress and the Serials Bibliography Department of the R. R. Bowker Company, is a prime example of cooperation between an institution in the public sector and a profit-oriented
firm in the private sector. In addition to its primary function as a bibliography of serials, this edition of NS? is noteworthy for its introductory articles relating to standardization of serials bibliographic data.
Another welcome publication from Bowker is the fifteenth edition
of Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory, as readable as ever, in a
more convenient single-volume format. New in this edition are the inclusion of ISSN numberg an expanded subject heading list reflecting
new disciplines, and the inclusion of Dewey Decimal Classification numbers.
The National Endowment for the Humanities and the Organization
of American Historians are investigating the possibility of updating
Gregory's American Newspapers 1821-1936.This would be a major bibliographic efiort of interest to serials people. One question is whether to
continue it in its present form or to put the information about new titles and new holdings in machine-readable form for future ease of updating and printing. Current plans include the possibility of bringing
together existing data on a national level, identifying material on state
levels, identifying those titles which should be microfilmed for preservation, and coordinating available funds for microfilming selectedtitles.
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Copyri.ght
A year's survey is not complete without a menrion of the Williams
& Wilkins case.The United States Court of Claims held in a 4-B deci
sion that there had been fair use made of the copyrighted material and
thus there was no infringement.rc The detailed dissenting opinion characterized the use by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and. the
National Library of Medicine (NLM) as "a case of wholesale, machine
copying, and distribution of copyrighted rnaterial by defendants' libraries. . . ." Two imporrant aspect$should be noted. First, the decision
restricted the holding ro the type and conrexr of use by NIH and NLM
as shown in the court record. The court did not pass on dissimilar systems or uses by other institutions. Second, the decision stated, "Hopefully, the result in the present case will be but a 'holding operation' in
the interim period before Congress enacts its preferred solution." Meanwhile Williams & Wilkins plan ro seek a review of this decision in the
U.S. SupremeCourt.
And finally, as another milestone in our unending search for a better way to do things, MARC serialsrecords were first distributed in lg7\.

l. u.S. superintendenr., o..,r-.Ii'T))rn*rr,

period.icarsand subscribtion

Serzices,Pri.ce List !6 (Aug. 1972, Nov. l9Z3).
2. rrmz Lucht and Blair stewart, "The ACM periodical Bank and the British
National Lending Library: Contrasts and Similarities,', in Conference on Management Problems in Serials work, Florida Atlantic university, 1972, Management
Problems in Serials Work; Proceed,ings, peter Spyers-Duran and Daniel Goie, eds.
(W€stport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, rc7\ , p.Z-18,.
3. American Library Association. Resources and Technical Services Division. Collec-

ll.

National serials Data Program, Notes on special Deuelopnxents in the program
3:5-6 gan. 1974).
12. "university of Minnesota and National serials Data program," aRL Neusletter
_- -(Association of Research Libraries) 65:4 (28 Sept. l9Z3) .
13. National serials Data Program, Notes on speciil Deaeiopments in the program 3:B
gan. 1974).
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14. Richard Anable, "The Ad Hoc Discussion Group on Serials Data Bases: Its
History, Current Position, and Future," Journal ol Library Automation 6'.207
(Dec. 1973) .
15. Larry Livingston, "A Composite Effort to Build an On-Line National Serials Data
Base," Library of CongressInlormation Bulletin 33:435 (l Feb. 1974) .
16. In the United States Court of Clairns, No.73-68 (Decid.ed.Nwember 27, 197)). The
Williams dt Wilki,ns Company u. The United States flNashington, D.C.: GPO,
1973) , 104p.; 180 u.s.P.Q. 49 (1973) .

Additions qnd Chqngesto RTSDMeeting Schedule
for AIA Conferencein New York
Several changes have been made to the RTSD meeting schedule that was
published in the Winter 1974 issue oI Library Resources dt Technical Seraices.
Three more speakershave been announced for the Technical Services Costs
Committee program on Tuesday, July 9, 8:30-10:30 p.m. They are: II. William
Axford (director of libraries, University of Oregon) , Richard Dougherty (uni
versity librarian, University of California, Berkeley) , and Paul Fasana (chief,
Preparations Services,New York Public Library) .
The following meetings (asterisk indicates closed meeting) have been added
to the RTSD schedule:
Group
RTSD/AAP Joint Committee
RTSD Nominating Committee
Public Documents
RASD/RTSD/ASLA
Committee
Census Bureau Advisory Subcommittee

Date/Day
July ll, Thurs
*July 7, Sun
*July 11,Thurs
July 10,Wed

Hour
8:30-10:30
p.m.
2-4p.m.
8-9:30a.m.
4:30-6p.m.

2-4p.m.
July 9, Tues
Interested ALA members are invited to attend an organization meeting on
Thursday, July ll,8-9:30 a.m., of a proposed RTSD Discussion Group of Heads
of Preorder and Precatalog Searching in Large Research Libraries. The group
hopes to provide a forum for exchanging information and ideas relating to
procedures and responsibilities.
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Developmentsin Copying,Micrographics,

And GraphicCommunications,
1973
Fnexcrs F. Spnnrrzrn
Uniuersity of Southern California Library
Los Angeles
O QUESTION ABOUT IT: legal rather than technological or economic developments commanded the greatest interest in library
reprographics in 1973.
"The opposing sides of the copyright issues [are] taking to the barri"Copyright Recades again," wrote Adaanced Technology/Libraries;
vision: The Battle Is Joined," headlined Knowledge Industry Report.t
The struggle that anticipated as well as followed Senator McClellan's introduction of the bill for the general revision of the cop;n'ight law,
5-1361, in March, and its companion Ffouse of Representatives version,
HR-8186, may indeed be compared with trench warfare-that protracted, repetitive, exhausting, deadly seriousgrind.
Senate bill S-1361was essentially identical with its predecessor,5-644.
The many complex issuesinvolved in a revision of the 1909 Copl'right
Act were analyzedin a voluminous publication.2 Upon reading this analysis and the reports of the debates and arguments of educators, librarians, scholars, and scientists, on the one hand,, and publishers, on the other (or information users versus information packagers), one might
agree with the view that "the wonder is not that a revision bill has failed
to pass,but that one has even been seriously considered."s
Library interest is centered on section 108 concerning "fair use." The
counsel for the Senate Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights termed this section of the bill a compromise.a Predictably, the interested parties would have none of it. Librarians continued to campaign for a clearer enunciation of the "fair use" principle. In a hearing
held on 3l July, the Ad Hoc Committee on Copyright Law Revision, a
group of forty-one educational users, including National Education Association, American Library Association (ALA), and Association of Research Libraries (ARL), asked not merely for the protection of single
copying privileges but also for limited multiple copying for classroom
purposes.bLibrary interests are not at stake in this matter, yet the "educational coalition" presented a united front. But on the crucial issue of
single-copy reproduction for scholarly and research use-of paramount
Volume l9,Number 2,Spring 1974
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importance to scholars and thus libraries-the Special Libraries Association withdrew from the hitherto common stance and declared itself in
favor of royalty and license arrangements as a condition for such copying. This step was prompted by apprehension about a worst-caseinter-

view of the public interest against the capable lobbyists of the information industry, who want ro revise the copyright law so publishers can
make more money.?
Since the subcommittee seemedunlikely to adopt a general educational exemption and such an amendment is difficult to ger from the full
committee or on the floor, publishers seemedmore worried about the interpretation of the fair use provision of the bill as it was found in an
unpublished Senate report in 1968: "[T]he making of a single copy of
an article in a periodical or short excerpt from a book would normally
be regarded as fair use."s This would sancrion the established fair use
practice which the "information industry" is seeking to render illegal.
By November "[n]ew language indicating that this right does nor extend
to systematic reproduction but only to isolated reproduction
[was] under consideration" by the subcommittee.e Such a change would eliminate filling interlibrary loan requests by copying except by permission of
the copyright owner.
Nonprint materials have special copyrighting problems not shared
with print materials. If films, videotapes, and audiotapes need to be
copied, they are almost always reproduced in their entirEty and in multiple rather than single copies. The duplicares are also made for classroom or group instruction, while library photocopies are used only by
the person ordering them. Also, the production costs of nonprint materi
als-especially films and video programs-are high, and the edirions are
small. The unit price is thus relatively high. With audiovisual materials,
however, the improving ease and quality of in-house processing can
make duplicating extra copies more financially attractive than buying
them. By contrast, cost, appearance, or convenience of use often forbid

Utah broke new ground in educational films by negotiating with distributors permission for in-house duplication of l6mm films on videotapes. There were some misgivings, but almost all companies approached
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by the district agreed to grant licenses for an experimental one year
term,lo

counsel to the Ad Hoc Committee held fast to fair use of audiovisual

The court noted that the fundamental purpose of the Copyright
Act was "to promote the Progress of Science and the useful Artsr'; that
copyright was "[n]ot primarily for the benefit of the author, but primagily for the benefit of the public"; and that to serve the constitutibnal purpose "courts in passing upon particular claims of infringement
must occasionally subordinate the copyright holder's interest in a maximum financial return to the greater public interest in the development
of art, science, and industry."l6 The following reasons were given for
the decision:
l. The libraries, as nonprofit institutions devoted solely to the adVolume 18,Number 2, Spring 1974
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vancemenr and dissemination of knowledge, copied articles useful
to their requestors' work. The copies were for the personal use of
the requestbrs, who did not sell or generally distribute them' The
articleJ were copied not for commercial gain but for convenience
in studying.
2. The libraries adopted and enforced reasonable limitations to keep
duplication within appropriate confines.
3. Library photocopying was, until recently, a generally accepted
practice.
4. Science would be seriously hurt if such library photocopying were
stopped.
5. pliintifi, despite insistence to the contrary, did- not show he had
been hurt by^such photocopying. In fact, he had never even made
a study of the actuil efiectbf photocopying on his business,which
had prospered.
6. Sinci pliintiff did not prove he had been hurt by photocopying
and since science would be hurt if library photocopying were
stopped, the benefit of the doubt should be given to science and
the libraries rarher than to the publisher and the owner. It is also
beyond judicial power to establish licensing systems or to devise
compromise solutions. Those are matters for Congress.
7. A recent congressional committee report recognized that library
photocopying can be "fait use."
8. Library-phot"ocopying would qualify as "fair use" in a number of
foreign countries.
Although the court strongly emphasized that its decision was limited to
the williams & wilkins iase, iti ruling has become the law on library
photocopying and will continue to be the law unless reversed by the U.s.
S.rpre-. Court or supersededby a copyright revision bill with new provisions for thesematters.
Throughout the long wait for the decision, it was taken for granted
that the l6ser would take the case to the Supreme Court. After the decision, however, Williams & Wilkins was not quite sure' Urged by other
publishers, the company appealed, but aPParently without much enihusiasm. The strong ditte"i voiced by thiee of the seven judges encouraged the company. Williams & Wilkins board chairman William H.
Passanoadmitted the company would be no worse ofi if it lost. He also
appeared to hint that even if the company won it mightlot-be-better off
for other agenciesmight follow the lead of NIH, which amend"itir"r,
ed its copyright rules to stip;late that single-copy photocopying of copy'
righted irticles must be permitted without royalty in the caseof research
wholly or partly suppoited by NIH.tz If other organizations gr,anting
research funds adopled si*ilat policies, they would nullify_ any legally
enacted provisions ior licensing ichemes. And publishers, while making
short-run gains in battle tactics, would end up eftectively losing the war.
Full-Size Copying
Until the Court of Claims decision, libraries in the U.S. ran the risk
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of being sued by publishers for infringemenr. The Soviet Union considers the photocopy machine an instrument of potential subversion (its
general use there, after all, would make things much easier for Soviet
Ellsbergs; and for samizdat publishing, photocopying would be immensely easier for duplicating manuscripts than laboriously retyping
them with carbon copies); photocopying an out-of-prinr textbook there
may cost the evildoer his job or worse.18
An incident in New Jersey demonstrated that lawful users of a public library could get into trouble because the copier had become a community resourcefor duplicating nonlibrary materials:
[A]t the Halstead (N.J.) Public Library, fisticufisbroke out over the use of an
ordinary black-and-white
Xerox machine,which, at ren centsper copy, brings in
all the local bargainhunters.One gentlemanin the long queue had been copying a stackof papersfor 15 minuteswhen, reportedly,a wo-un behind him let
fly a roundhouse-so hard that four others in line hit rhe deck.le
Perhaps there might nor have been a fight had the library acquired
_
the fastest of the new plain-paper copiers, the 3M VHS, which delivers
the first copy in four seconds. The new A-M 6000 takes seven seconds,
and the Royal Bond fifteen seconds.By comparison, rhe IBM II needs
six, the Xerox 4000 seven, the Xerox 720 sixteen, and the Xerox 1000
twenty seconds,2o
_. New plain-paper copiers introduced include the Reprox l0 (a Xerox
licensee),and the Savin 300, which seemsadaptable to coin-operated service. Xerox began markering the 3100, a tabletop model foi lower volume installations, and the 6500, a subtractive color copier. Laser techlglogy, it should be noted, remained behind rhe doors of development
labs, and new electrostatic imaging techniques based on ion projection
were also being developed.zr In the most popular and troublesome library application-self-service copying-coated-paper, liquid roner machines maintained their supremacy.
Microform Materials and Micropublishi,ng
For l9l2-73 the eighty academic libraries of ARL reporred an increaseof I I percent in microfilm reels, 13 percent in Microprints, 34 percent in microfiche, and a small decreasein Microcards in their collections. Except for Microcards, growth rates, based on unit counts, remained at the previous year's level. This makes perhaps 280 to 320 million pages of text that these libraries added on microfilm, with 280 million pages on Microprint and 320 to 380 million on microfiche.z2
More fiche and fewer Microprints might have been added had the
Government Printing Office (GPO) program of micropublishing
(or,
to be more accutate, reprinting) become a rcality at last. Thomas F. McCormick, appointed Public Printer on 8 February 1973, intended to inaugurate this program but made no progxess.zsAn "information industry" spokesman condemned the GPO for having "failed to come forth
with a micropublishing program acceptable ro rhe Joint Committee on
Printing";z1 there was little doubt, however, that commercial publishers
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and the Information Industry Association delayed the long overdue program themselves.2s
Librarians came under fire from Freedman, who accused them of exercising "unofficial copyright" by refusing at times to lend rare materials to (micro)reprinters for nothing or next to nothing.26 This could
be considered merely an expression of resentment by some micropublishers who have to pay something for convenient accessto materials they
would otherwise have to search for, buy, store, and perhaps later resell.
Against this alternative, most library rates seem to be bargains. It is hardly the libraries' fault if some projects are commercially feasible only if
the works to be reprinted are available without charge. This controversy
shows that the problem of difiering treatmenr of bookform and microform reprinters can still generate some heat and lead to further drafts
of the "Policy Statement on Lending to Reprint and Microform Publishers" by the RTSD Reprinting Committee.2?
In the past, large research libraries were reluctant to substitute periodicals on microfilm for original copies in bound volumes. The idea is
catching on, however. The New York Public Library is among the more
recent converts to fi1m.28Thirty-five-millimeter microfilm is excellent for
this purpose. Competition in the marketplace and the somerimes uncrirical acceptance of microfiche makes it almost inevitable for some titles
to be published in both formats. There is a large overlap in Bell &
Howell's ofierings of periodicals on microfiche and the titles in the
Xerox University Microfilms microfilm catalog.
A comparison of two editions of a list of popular journals on microfiche by a third major publisher illustrates the price developments in micropublications. At first glance, the brochures seem to differ only in the
color of the paper and the names of the parent organizations of the
company, which changed hands. Looking closer, we norice that between
May and October prices rose, for example, from $399 to $499, $100 to
$125, $125 to $160, or 9745 to 9845, other prices changing less, some nor
at all. A commercial micropublication price (rate) index might be useful to librarians. None, however, is forthcoming.
Microform International Marketing Corporation, distributor of Pergamon Press journals on microfilm, ofiered journal subscribers 50 percent off the regular microfilm price if they wished to trade in paper
copies. Trade-in deals of a difierent kind were made by fly-by-night microfilmers, who induced some libraries to hand over serial files in rerurn
for microfilm copies at a later date. These marginal operators delivered
either shoddy merchandise or nothing at all. The victims lost their materials and were blasted by a publisher for violating the copyright
laws.29
Most libraries prefer 35mm to l6mm microfilm not merely for standardization of servicesand supplies but also for the higher quality and
larger image of the 35mm. Now it is possible to order 35mm film and
without warning get l6mm printed on 35mm stock. One will get a lot of
blank film on both sides of a string of small images without the quality
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The unacceptable side efiects of the hypochloric acid film used for
a while by the Neu York Times finally became public knowledge, and
the controversy over the Times' treatment of li-braries furnished with
such film continued throughout the year. The Times did nothing but refer complaints to the Kalvar Corporation, which supplied the iaw film
to the Microfilming Corporation of America, the Tirnes' microfilm subsidiary, which used it in producing New Yorh Times backfiles.

pairing their damaged property and keeping the same films, which could
only cause further damage. The Micropublishing Projects Committee
pushed hard to help libraries get permanenr sarisfaction by having the
Kalvar film replaced with silver halide film. ALA's execuiive director,
Robert Wedgeworth, and Ameri.can Libraries vigorously supported this
effort. By the end of the year, however, success*urlet to come-.sf

ent figures for the size of the collection. On the basis of a page count,
however, LRI customers received more matexial than advertised: not
6,000,000pages,but 6,700,000.

lection, but the figure is not very impressive.
Just as before, reviewers
praised the collection for its fine reproduction. Once again, however, all
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copyrighted works were excluded-an action resulting in severe criticism
of the collection for the consequent elimination of important secondary
literature.sa
Ultimately, of course, sales rather than reviews decide the fate of
publishing ventures. At the beginning of the year, Macmillan Library
Sewices announced it had become the exclusive distributor of the five
ex-NCR-PCMI ultrafiche collections.ss Nothing more was heard until
October, when the same materials were advertised as the publication of
Microlection Publishing Corporation, Dayton, Ohio.ao Though advertising the collections as "expanded and augmented," Microlection added
little to them.
UMF Systems,Inc., however, won from West Publishing Company,
the nation's largest legal publishing house, a contract to reprint the "National Reporter" series at 7bx reduction on four-by-six-inch fiche. The
fi.rst series covers all federal and higher state court decisions from 1925
through 1934, originally published in 2,300 volumes, each of up to 1,200
pages.37Accountants have the Commerce Clearing lfouse library of basic tax information, 327 volurnes on 296 fiche.a8These applications of
ultrafiche technology seem well suited for lawyers and accountants.
Even with these encouraging new developments, ultrafiche technology is still fighting for survival. Though conventional microreprinting'
by contrast, enjoys reasonably good health, the future of micropublishing seems up for grabs. Visions of a quickly expanding market seem to
have faded. Microfilm Newsletter agonized over whether the micropublishing bubble was bursting,se and Publishers' Weehly showed why.
While the microforms industry pinned its hope for a big breakthrough
on the development of cheap reading devices, no microform reader-no
matter how inexpensive, small, and good-can change basic publishing
economics. Microform editions cost just as much to produce and sell as
paperbacks and very little less than hardcover books. Gaining market exposure for titles is the greatest noneconomic publishing problem, which
microforms cannot help to solve. They are thus appropriate in special
applications, but not as book replacements.ao
Publications with many illustrations, especially in color, are economically attractive on microfiche. Victorian Boohbinding: A Pictorial Survey by Sue Allen, published in full color by the University of Chicago
Press, may have been the first commercial publication of its kind by a
book publisher. It was priced at $l per fiche, with four in the set, the
same as for monographs in black-and-white fiche in the MicroEdition se'
ries.al The SUNY Press claims to be first to publish original nonfiction
on microfiche.nz Chicago seems to have been the innovator among the
major houses. By the end of the year, the list of fifty-six micro-titles included first printings along with reprints but no "simultaneous micropublications" (microreprints concurrent with the edition in book
form;.la
Economics and market realities are important. Block argued that
these realities call for providing librarians with material they want: val-
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uable research materials in well-organized form rather than semiusable,
supersophisticated information systems.44It is equally importanr, however, that microform acquisitions satisfy not only librarians but also the
ultimate user. To achieve this end, more thought must be given to the
medium itself. As Jackson has stated, "[t]he least studied problem is the
Tayout and presentation of information on microforms."4s Kottenstette
was controversial but correct in recommending against too rigid a standardization of microfiche formats at a time when the implications of
image arrangements have not yet been adequately considered.aoThe
Denver Research Institute found an industrial sponsor for its studies in
formatting.az
Not yet standard, but likely to succeed,is a new format: the 48x reduction microfiche. The nonpiofit, foundation-financed National Microfilm Library pioneered with a "cost effective file mainrenance system"
for college catalogs and bulletins, confirming predictions that the 48x reduction ratio would not be restricted to computer output microfilm
(COM) but would extend to textual matter as well. A sample fiche from
the National Microfilm Library contained 540 pages on a four-by-sixinch fiche. Legibility was good.
Micrographic Equipment and Processes
The 48x reduction microfiche format was devised for the Defense
Integrated Data System miniaturized catalogs (MINI-CAT) program,
the computer-generated fiche replacing the previously used l6mm cartridges. It seems logical ro expect that the magnitude of the program
and the ready availability of the hardware (readers and printers) supporting it would have a substantial effect upon other, non-Department
of Defense micrographic systems. The Defense Supply Agency called
for bids on an initial purchase order, unusually large for the micrographics industry, under che practical, realistic requirements of MIL
SPEC V-80240. Washington Scientific Industries, Inc., offered a fine
front-projection reader at a very reasonable price and received a contract
for 11,480 units, with options up to 36,000. Now that the specifications
have been revised to require both 24x and 48x magnification for the
MINI-CAT readers, large-scale adoption of the 48x format for all sorts
of nonmilitary uses seemseven more assured.c With the currently standard 98-frame, and both 24x and the new 48x microfiche equally usable
in readers conforming to the revised specifications, special equipment
for the 48x fiche is no longer necessary.Washington Scientific Industries
has begun to deliver the MINI-CAT MC-lI14 reader with dual-magnification capability and sees a commercial potential of 150,000 for these
units.4e
The high-reduction fiche could also be used with a substantially improved hand-held viewer of the virtual-image (screenless) type, scheduled for end-of-the-yeardelivery by Microvision, Inc. Another hand-held
viewer, the Exac-Tics, was also introduced at the National Microfilm Association convention exhibi ts.
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The National Microfilm Library's 48x microfiche was thought to
have been made on a prototype of Terminal Data Corporation's DocuMate II microfilmer. This is a uniquely versatile, automatic, high-volume planetary camera that can use roll film in standard formats or make
microfiche in the step-and-repeat mode, and film one or both sides of
documents up to thirteen by eighteen inches at rates up to 6,500 pages
per hour. The price of the camera-about $80,000-is proportionate to
the features and performance. At the other end of the microfiche camera price range is the Model 6010 Table Top Copy Camera from Electro Optical Mechanisms, Inc.-a relatively simple, semiautomatic stepand-repeat camera/processor for small business offices with a built-in
monobath processor. The format is standard 24x, f.owr by six inches,
and the camera is priced at $2,500.
Most microfiche masters are still produced from microfilm by various
strip-up methods. An ingenious new way of doing this is based on molecular adhesion. With the MOLEX system, the cut strips of roll film are
placed upon a transparent plastic base in any desired arrangement and
adhere to it without any adhesives,clips, or pins. One can peel off the
film just as easily, because,as long as it stays clean, the base is reusable.
Changing, rearranging, or updating the master is no problem.
It seemsmore difficult to find good bookholders than good cameras,
yet bookholders are important in library microfilm work. An excellent
motorized, dual-platform cradle was introduced by Leitz, Inc. The fine
Japanese portable microfilm camera, previously sold in the U.S. as Kon'
ica, is now available in an updated and stationary version from Leitz,
with Alan Gordon Enterprises, Inc., selling the standard model under
the Gordon 35 label.
A one-of-a-kind step-down camera is reportedly the basis of a new
proprietary publication system, the "Microaperture." At a 75x reduction, 100 pages fit in the window of a standard aperture card, upon
which an eye-legible index or other information may be printed. Gerard
Mercure and Jean Thibault brought their bibliographer's camera to the
ALA Conference in Las Vegas. Though the design is clever, marketing
may be a problem.
The urgent, long-felt need for a microfilm enlarger/printer that
would approach the ubiquitous coin-operated copying machines in convenience, cost, and quality is still unfilled. At the National Microfilm Association exhibits, an English firm, Imtec, has shown a well-designed microfiche reader,/printer that made good positive prints from both positive and negative films. Another well-functioning bipolar machine, the
Regma, came from France. Alas, neither is available for purchase. Another new model, Micro Design's RP 550, is made in the U.S. Though its
price is right, its bipolar feature is optional, and it did not work quite
as well as the imports-at least in the exhibits. Xerox has apparently
withdrawn the bipolar version of its microprinter. It has in the works,
however, a high-volume microfiche printer, the 3600 MEP (Microfiche
Enlarger/Printer) built around the familiar 3600 copier/duplicator.Eo
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The UMF UltraViewer Copier 144-4, combining an uluafiche viewing
and enlarging head (75x) with an scM electrostatic copier, is more likely to find a niche in libraries.ol

sources.62
- Librarians rely on Library Technology Reports for dependable information about microform equipment. The latest series of evaluations
included the Bell & Howell Briefcase Reader, Dietzgen-Gakken 4309,
Eastman Kodak Ektalite 120, Micro Design Microlite 171 Micobra Kl00
Escort, and the RTS MiniViewer Model 86.8sFrom England came a report on the Compact, a French portable microfiche reader, sold by Realist in the U.S.64A lively, informative, though subjective discussion of
the Bell & Howell reader appeared in Microform Reaiew.65 The Reports also published an updared version of "Microform Readers for Li

Wear and tear on film can be minimized, but reading equipment
must be not only well designed but also well kept. A remark in an English review on microfilm reader developments to the effect "that more

the need for in-house care and are often quite expensive. Except for
reader/printers, a trend toward self-service is discernible. Xerox University Microfilms starred to sell service kits to "enable users to do their own
maintenance and simple repair work"; customers can phone such firms
as HF Photo SystemJ and LMM for a diagnosis of problems, instructions, and dispatch of necessaryparts. Serviceability is becoming increasingly important.
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Princeton Microfilm Corporation introduced a novel srorage device,
the Micro-Shelf. An open-front, standup plastic box for ten reels of
35mm microfilm, it fits standard library shelves quite well. A l6mm version is also available.
New processesreported or demonstrated include a "real time" (irstant) microfilming by Bell Labs using a pulsed laser that burns a fine pattern of holes into a thin bismuth layer coated on a transparent film
base.60The Naval Electronics Laboratory Center's dry process photorecorder uses a cathode ray tube to expose high-resolution dry silver fi1m.61
HRMR stands for "human readable/machine readable Information
Processor." This system was built for the Air Force Systems Command.
It works by recording information on microfiche in both graphic and
digital form. The digital pa-rr of the fiche is contained in a hologram
placed in the header atea.62
A p p lic ati,ons, A ud,ioaision, Facsimile T r ansmi ssion
In 1973 micrographics technology expanded its integration into library processing systems, and the former trickle may soon widen into a
stream. The retrospective microfilm catalog, either as a "cheap and dirty"
reproduction or as a more finished machine-readable conversion product,
is an idea whose time may have come.63
Informative descriptions of the COM applications ar the Georgia Institute of Technology and the Los Angeles Public Library have become
available.GaA systemsstudy at Yale compared COM and hard copy as an
interface between people and computerized bibliographic information
in the technical processing area.65A COM union catalog based on srandard book numbers has been shown by LASER (London and South
Eastern Library Region) to be practical and inexpensive for interlibrary
loans.66Its effectivenessis somewhat vitiated by an arbitrary distinction
between books in microform and books on paper. In England only paper books may receive International Standard Book Numbers (ISBN).
Microform books may not. Fortunately, publishers often ignore this distinction.oT Microform books, however, are still subject to the new British value-added tax, while Xerox copies are not.68
Bro-Dart's new Ultrafiche Library Book Data File is arranged alphabetically by author and title and includes ISBNs. A library using the BroDart Direct Input Ordering system receives a special reader with an ultrafiche containing 80,000 titles. Once a desired title is found, only the
ISBN and the number of copies wanted has to be keyed into the system
for ordering. Another dealer uses COM to give weekly reports of his inventory to retailers buying from him.6e The Superintendent of Documents now lists GPO stock on COM microfiche; instead of walking to
a centralized file of 100,000cards, inquiry clerks can check stocks ar their
desks.?o
Two developments in the technology of printing compurer output
on paper are worth noting: the Xerox 1200 copies directly from magnetic tape at a rate of 3,600 pages per hour; Data Corporation's jet print-
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ing method, Dijit, is claimed to print 150,000 characters per second, or
70,000 lines per minute, matching computer speed.?l
It is easy to update last year's review of the audiovision scene: the expected revolution is still in preparation, the turmoil in the video cartridge/cassette industry continues, the videodiscs are still coming (Teldec
and Philips VLP may really be just around the corner), Super 8 film for
video is still in the background, equipment and "systems" proliferate,
and compatibility remains almost nonexistent. The Sony U-matic videocassetteprogressed well in institutional use, and the Avco/Sears Cartrivision met quick death in the marketplace. Almost every issue of. Advanced Technology/Libraries, IGC Monthly, Knowledge Industry Report, Photo Methods in Industry, and similar magazines carried articles
or printed news. Whether bringing heat or light, the articles are filled
with the unshakable conviction that we can soon begin to realize the potentials of the medium. Libraries working with cable TV have made a
start.
Facsimile transmission is another area long on promises but short on
delivery.?2 Sophisticated new systems for the graphic arts are being developed but demand too much transmission band-width to be economical,
at least right nora/.zaProblems with voice-line facsimile transmission remain unchanged. Current telefax copiers, though good for businesses,
are bad for libraries, which need improved resolution and higher
speeds.The new Xerox Telecopier 410 does not furnish enough of either for transmitting copies of printed text, especially fine print. It has
another feature potentially quite useful for interlibrary loan purposes,
however: it receivesinquiries unattended.
Publications, Research,and Professional Actiui,ties
Fortunately, interest in micrographics is no longer limited to a few
experts and enthusiasts. People interested in covering the field must still
read the Journal of Micrographics, Library Resources b Technical Seruices, Microform Neusletter, Microform Reaiew, and the NRCd Bulletin. But for complete coverage, these no longer suffice. Articles about
and references to micrographics appear in many other periodicals, and
microfilm is often discussedat meetings of user groups. The proceedings
of a conference on the expanding use of microform in law libraries
and the results of the ALA Government Documents Round Table
(GODORT) microform survey show how much these "lay" groups can
add to our knowledge of microform usersand uses.?4
Here we can mention only a few of the many worthwhile writings
and activities of this past year. Ballou gives an excellent panoramic
view of l97l and 1972 developments in microforms technology, complete with an extensive bibliography.Ts Spigai's The Inaisible ll[edium
condensesa wealth of information into a lucid introduction to microforms for librarians.?6 The National Microfilm Association (NMA)
published a well-illustrated primer for the general publi6.zz In a tutori-
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al Zaffarano provides information for the novice not found in the other
two introductions.Ts
Margolis' characterization of the microform librarian as a "rare
'I'he
"realistic approach to
bird" is apt, but the speciesis multiplying.Te
microform management" recommended by another microform librarian, Beck, is ably demonstrated in Fair's continuing series of articles on
the microtext reading room and in Dodson's discussion of microform
use in the library.so Ellsworth's latest book shows that most microform
accommodations in academic libraries still seem cluttered and unattractive.81
DeVilliers and Schloman report difficulties with l6mm image quality
in backfiles of scientific journals at Massachusetts Institute of Technology.82According to Scott, students are reluctant to use "Books for College Libraries" on microfiche in his library.ss On the other hand, Willemse reports 85.5 percent acceptance of a books-on-fiche program by ex'
tension course students in South Africa. It appears, however, that the
students did not have much choice.sa
Acquisition librarians and scholars can benefit from Sullivan's PaPer
on microform developments and from Miller's proposed standard of
bibliographic citation for microreprints.ss Ardern reviews library microform history from the vantage point of thirty-five years' active participation in it.86
White comments on new repro/micro equipment in his survey of recent progress in library technology.az LaHood and Ehrenberg discuss
the complex problems microphotographers and custodians have with
map reproduction.8s Though Swedish work in miniaturizing X-ray
photos may seem irrelevant for librarians at first, it shows possibilities
for improving the quality of microform reductions of pictures.se Researchersat the Rochester Institute of Technology suggest a more objective method of resolution testing than the pattern distinction on the
National Bureau of Standards chart.eo
Dorfman, Kish, and Massey summarize recommendations for the
archival preservation of microfilm.er Bessidre describes a variable partition (frame) microfiche, used in an ambitious information retrieval
system in France.ez Drawing on llawken's microform standardization
proposal (1968), Tate advocatesyet another new microfiche format: the
"35mm" (i.e., low-reduction) microfiche.e8
In a thought-provoking article, "systems Instead of Standards," IIawken concedes that for librarians the proliferation of microformats has
been both annoying and expensive.eaFfe argues, however, that attempts
to arrest the development of new and improved formats by an imposition of standards would be premature since the "micrographic technology pot is [still] boiling." Library materials are so diverse that no single
universal system can satisfy all requirements. People should stop searching for universal compatibility between microforms and their associated
hardware, he feels, and starts thinking in terms of several systems instead of procrustean standaxdization. Hawken then uses the example of
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the "Library of American Civilization" to show how to design a complete system. Though his argument is persuasive, we still must ask how
many distinct systems a single library can reasonably accommodate at
any one time.

holdings reports for over 32,000 domestic newspapers. It also started issuing the Foreign Newspaper Report to publiiize expanded microfilming activities in this area.
Current State of Catalog Card Reproduction-the first RLMS Microlle publication-consrirutes a colleclion of twenty papers from the
RTSD/RLMS program meering ar the ALA Annual Cbnference in Las
Vegas produced on microfiche by the LC Photoduplication Service.eo
RLMS has also published a new edition of the Direciory of Library Relrographi,c Services.eTThis directory includes Sullivan's "U.S. Library
Microfilm Rate Index f.or 1972."s8Sullivan found. that from 196g to
1972 35mm negative film rates increased by 25.9 percent, while positive
fi-lm rates actually declined. The RTSD Reiources-Commirtee Micropublishing Projects Subcommittee conrributed Microf orm Inf ormation : First
Sources,a brief, well-chosen.annotated list.ee

The National Microfilm Association became the sponsor of the ANSI
PH5 Standards Committee; Don M. Avedon, NMA t-echnicaldirector, is
its new secretary.The seventeenNMA standards committees continue to
function. With Lee G. Burchinal as president and Carl M. Spaulding
newly elected to the board of directors, NMA stepped up efiorts to try
to serve the Iibrary communiry. The NMA Library Relatibns commirtee
brought together librarians and micropublishers for a discussion of
common problems and began to explore the possibility of forming a library interest group. NMA sponsored at Nort6western and stanford, universities two completely noncommercial, library-oriented seminars that
were well attended and received. These are to be continued.
We must end, however, on a less happy note: the NMA Archive of
Micrographics was quietly abolished afier only tu/o years of existence.
If micrographics technologv is an industry with a future, it does not yet
Volume 18,Nuntber 2, Spring 1974
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seem far enough advanced to place much value on recording the accomplishments of its past. We hope that after a few more years there will
be enough interest to sustain a permanent revival of this type of project.
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PRESERVATION

IS THE TOPIC

Preservation of archival and library materials will be the topic of a Tuesday
morning, 9 July, l0 a.m.*12 noon, sessionof the ALA Conference in New York
City. Sponsored by the joint AlA/Society of American Archivists Commirtee on
Library-Archives Relationships and the RTSD Preservation of Library Materials
Committee, the meeting will be devoted to reports and discussion on some ways
and means to insure preservation.
Frazer Poole (assistant director for preservation, Library of Congress) will
preside, speaking briefly on LC's presewation program, introducing the speakers,
and leading the discussion. Fred Shetley (deputy executive director of the National Historical Publications Commission) will present "Microfilming for
Preservation and Access to Materials," focusing primarily on NHPC activities.
Charles G. LaHood (chief of Photoduplication Service, Library of Congress)
will discuss "Standards for Microfilming-National
and International." A regional preservation program, as exemplified by the New England Document
Conservation Center, will be described by its director, George Cunha.
Questions and discussionfrom the floor will be encouraged.

.
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Acquisitionsin 1972*
J. MlcHerl BnusR
Uniaersity of Houston
Houston, Texas

HEN DOUGHERTY AND MCKINNEY REVIEWED a decade
of progress in acquisitions work in 1967, they emphasized the
tremendous impact of federal aid to libraries, beginning in 1956 with
the Library ServicesAct and culminating with the Higher Educaion Act
(1965) and the Shared Cataloging Program (1966). They pointed out
how this governmental involvement had brought great changes to the
world of acquisitions, including the development of mass purchasing
techniques and cooperative acquisitions programs and the growth of the
reprint and microform industries. The pressuresgenerated by the massive infusion of federal funds overloaded antiquated acquisitions systems and "necessitated ad hoc decisions that may be expedient but not
efficient."l From this base the authors took a look into the furure and
suggested that automation, communication, cooperation, and budgets
would be the dominant issues in acquisitions work. They emphasized
that implementation of some of the expensive programs implied by
these issues was largely dependent on the continuing consent of appropriating bodies to underwrite them.2
Five years later, at least in terms of federal appropriations, rhe acquisitions climate had changed drastically. It is true that during 1967
and 1968 federal funding for library collections and programs continued at a high level, but this only served to emphasize problems in the
area of book purchasing and distribution. Acquisitions librarians were
plagued with a shortage of trained personnel and deteriorating relations with the book trade.s'a Beginning in 1969, however, librarians saw
the beginning of large reductions in federal appropriations, presidential
vetoes,and adminis:rative impoundment. The problem was compounded
by the threat of fund curtailment at the city and state levels, a threat
which was fully realized by l97l when many libraries were forced to cut
back on hours, personnel, and book budgets. And whereas the availabil* Editor's note: This article is the first of a
two-part series designed to bring the
year's work in acquisitions up to date. The second article, covering the developments
of 1973,is scheduled for the Summer issue.
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ing plans, cooperative acquisitions, and selection practice' In the face of
mounting budgetary problems, acquisitions librarians have responded by
tightening procedures and redefining priorities, actions which suggest
that the budget crisis may indeed have had at least one "salutary effect."
F ederal Appropriati,ons
Federal funding for libraries continued the downward trend which
began in 1969, the "year of the Nixon budget cut."? The president twice
vetoed funds for fiscal 1973 for the Library Services and Construction

the smallest amount since 1964.

revenue sharing on library servicesremained uncertain.lo
Postal Rates
An increase in postal rates was adopted by the Board of Governors
of the Postal Service and became effective 6 July 1972. The library rate
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is scheduled to increase within a ten-year period to ten cents for the
first pound and five cents for each additional pound. The special fourth
class rate is scheduled to increase over a five-year period to twenty-one
cents for the first pound and ten cents for each additional pound. On
25 September a brief was filed in the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia by the Association of American Publishers, the
American Library Association, and the National Association of College
Storeschallenging the decision of the Postal Rate Commission.ll
Copyright
Early in 1972 it was announced that President Nixon had signed S.J.
Res. 132 which extended the duration of copyrights until 3l December
l972.rz Continued delay over copyright revision was blamed on the
growing controversy between the broadcasting industry and cable television advocates,a controversy which has proved incapable of compromise.
The president subsequently signed PL 92-566on 25 October 1972 extending copyrights an additional two years until 3l December 1974.13Senator McClellan of Arkansas had earlier announced detailed plans for
moving the copy'right revision bill in 1973, but he also indicated that
Congress might not be able to complete its work by the end of 1973hence the unusual two-year extension,l4
On 16 February 1972, in the caseof Williams & Wilkins v. The United States,Commissioner Davis of the U.S. Court of Claims rendered his
opinion that Williams & Wilkins is "entitled to recover reasonable and
entire compensation for infringement of copyright."to The commissioner's opinion did not have the force of law, however, and was immediately contested by the American Library Association, the Association
of Research Libraries, the Medical Library Association, and a number
of other educationalgroups.16
In related developments, Williams & Wilkins issued a statement
which announced the establishment of a "special institutional rate" applicable to library subscribers,involving an average increase of l2r/2 percent, to which would be added a royalty payment of five cents per page
for multiple copies of a single work.l? After considerable opposition
was expressed by the National Library of Medicine and other libraries,
Williams & Wilkins rescinded the demand for a royalty and stated that
the new rates imposed on institutional subscriptions had no connection
with a license to photocopy.ls
Price Indexes
The average price of U.S. hardcover books showed a surprising,
though very slight, decline in 19722 912.99, down from $13.25. Care
should be used in interpreting these figures, however, because they are
based on Publishers' Weehly figures for which the unit is volume rather
than title as in previous years.le Prices of other materials increased significantly, with serial servicesup 7 percent, and periodical prices up 18
percent.20
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Approva,I Plans
Articles on approval plans appeared as early as 1958, according to
McCullough, and a number appeared in 1972. McCullough's study provided an annotated bibliography of all the important PaPers on approval plans through mid-December 1971 and was the first to examine
the subject critically in terms of the vendor and his influence.2l
Dobbyn suggestedthat approval plans may owe their genesis to stress
situations which began to develop in acquisitions departments as a result of rapid increases in book funds or sloppy techniques and procedures. She concluded that recent decreasesin available funds may bring
about changes in altitudes toward approval plan purchasing which, in
her view, is a "simple, easy, expensive method used by some acquisitions
departments to purchase materials, many of which prove to be unnecess a t y .. . . " 2 2
Another important publication on this subject was the proceedings
of the third seminar on approval plans, which moved with its originator,
Peter Spyers-Duran, from Western Michigan University to Florida Atlantic University.2s The emphasis was on the economic aspects of approval and gathering plans.
The economic status of blanket ordering was also examined by Gam'
ble, who noted that large budgets were necessaryto suPport this kind of
efiort and that there must be a commitment to acquire all relevant materials.2a
Automation
Most of the automated acquisitions systems developed through 1966
were described by Dougherty and McKinney as "ofr-line and not part of
a totally integrated system."zsThey further noted that the "performance data of automated systemsis not generally known. Some are well
'top
secret'."26With a
guarded secrets and might as well be classified
few notable exceptions,zzlittle has been reported in the years since 1966
describing efiorts to produce totally integrated systems.Excepc for reports on activity at the universities of Michigan and Hawaii, Dahl-Hansen and Dougherty state that the "literature of 1967 did not report any
significant advancesdirectly concerned with acquisitions work."z8 A year
later, they further lament that "there seems to be no reason, other than
historical precedent, for acquisitions departments not organizing their
purchase and payment operations along more automated lines."ze Beginning with 1969, articles on any aspect of acquisitions automation decreasedrastically until by I97l almost nothing is reported in the literature.
With the exception of activity in Oregon and Massachusetts, this
trend continued into 1972, althoush the Library of Congress published
a monograph on the automation of its Order Division.so In the main,
however, the picture remains the same: relatively little research and de'
velopment in the area of acquisitions is being reported. If the published
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literature is any guide, by far the greatest efiorts with respect to the auomation of library processesare in the areas of cataloging and circulation. It is difficult to understand the reason for this. As Dahl-Hansen and
Dougherty observed: "there are any number of sophisticated programs
available which control ordering and payment procedures that could be
readily modified to accommodate library accounting routines."sr It is
perhaps time for someone to survey and report on the literature of acquisitions automation with particular reference to technical reports,
where it is possible that more information is available than has appeared
in the principal journal literature.
Exchange and Gift
Possibly in reaction to recent reductions in available book funds, librarians have devoted an unusually large amount of work to the area oI
exchange. Typical of the papers on this subject, probably in response to
a foequently expressed need by acquisitions librarians, is the study by
Galejs on the economic aspectsof serial exchanges.He concludes that
libraries should not ignore the possibilityof exchangesas a meansof serial acquisition-especiallyin periodsof austerityand reducedfunds.. . .
As more and more libraries face increasingfinancial problems,they will be
forced to look more closelyat the costsof various materials and servicesoffered
by the library, and it is likely that exchangeoperationswill have to be subjectto
the samescrutinyas other library activities.s2
Equally important is the paper by Shinn which proPoses the use of
a multilingual, many-purpose form letter to achieve uniformity in exchange communication.ss In suggesting guidelines for the creation of
this form, she takes into account the recently proposed standard book
exchange request form designed by the International Federation of Li
brary Associations' Committee on the Exchange of Publications.sa
Significant studies on library exchange practice were also ofiered by
Hamann, Kanevsky, and Suaiden.ssThe paper by Hamann was particularly important in calling attention to the United States Book Exchange
(USBE), which has been insufficiently known and used. Although the
USBE is not an exchange in the usual sense of the term-one publication for the other without charge-it is "probably unique among exchanges inasmuch as it is the only such mechanism which receives and
distributes surplus publications in one place."aeIt is also an economical
source of supply since a small annual membership fee and handling
costsare the only chargeslevied by this nonprofit corporation.
G oaernment Pub lications
Early in the year it was announced that "for the first time in history"
government publications would be available to the general public
through a commercial outlet.s? The Government Printing Office (GPO)
authorized the establishment of this retail outlet in one of the largest
department stores of Dayton, Ohio. A distinction must be drawn, horvVolume 18,Number 2, Spring 1974
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ever, between this type of operation and the seventeen branch bookstoresoperated by the GPO acrossthe country.
Hoduski has called attention to a growing concern on the part of
federal documents depository librarians regarding the recall of certain
materials by the Superintendent of Documents.ss In connection with
her examination of this problem, she prepared a list of suggestions for
action which were subsequenrly approved for implementation by the
ALA Intellectual Freedom Commitree in June 1972.
A wealth of timely and useful information on the acquisition of
government documents was developed during a panel discussion at the
sixty-fifth annual meeting of the American Association of Law Librarians. The proceedings were subsequently published with an annotated.
bibliography of sourcesand selection aids.ee
Microf orms
Rasic procedures for the acquisition of microforms, among other
subjects, are discussedby Fair in the second of a series of articles concerned with the development of a typical microtext reading room. particular attention is given to considerations of "format, variation, and reliability of publisher-supplied project information," as well as the
"search for an adequate systemof bibliographic control."lo
With the announcement by the University of Toronto Press and oth-

Butterworth & Co., a leading British legal, medical, and scientific publisher. It was clear from the replies o1 522 librarians that they are generally unenthusiastic about the publication of books in microform. But
Norton believes thar more and more publishers will adopt simultaneous
publication, and that "librarians and manufacturers of equipment
would do well to cooperare in presenting their views about the kind of
microform needed when the time comesfor wider use."41
Reprints
One of the most important publications of. 1972 was Nemeyer's
study of the reprint industry in the United States.42Based on a doctoral

Another useful contribution related to reprints was a paper by Lane
concerned with standards, pricing, and the judgment of librarians in
purchasing. He noted increasing interest in the establishment of reprint jobbers, "leaving reprinters to concentrate on production and editorial work."aB
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The issue of library fees charged to reprinters by libraries for loan
of materials intended for publication was taken up by the Reprinting
Committee of the Resources and Technical Services Division. Consideration was given to amending the 1968 policy on lending to reprinters
which had glossed over the problem of the difierence in the economics
of the two principal forms of publication, microform and hard-cover
reprint. It was suggestedthat "in many instances the fees charged by libraries prohibit the publication of microfilm editions."aa A final posi
tion on this complex question had not been reached by the committee at
the end of the year, but one was anticipated during 1973 based partly on
feedback being solicited from reprint publishers and librarians.
Selection Ai,ds and Practi,ce
It is interesting to observe that during the sixties most of the discussion of book selection related to censorship and intellectual freedom.
Since about 1970, there appears to be a change in emphasis, a renewed
interest in the principles of selection and the practical business of building library collections. If this observation is correcr, it may be yet another manifestation of retrenchment in the face of changing, and generally diminishing, budgets for library materials. It is also possible that
the influence of approval purchasing has played a part in this development. In view of the continued popularity of approval plans, it is worth
recalling the observation by Dahl-Hansen and Dougherty concerning the
absolute necessityof an acquisitions policy statement which the approval
vendor can interpret,46 and, it might be added, which the library staff
can interpret in order to match the selection processto user needs.
The literature of 1972 suggestsa continuation and amplification of
the concentration on principles of selection and the building of collections. A large nurnber of publications covered selection policy and principles for all types of libraries including school, public, academic, and
institutional.a6 Relatively few studies appeared which sought to relate
selection practice to censorship and intellectual freedom. These problems were not overlooked, but the emphasis was on freedom to read,
accessto materials, and obscenity issues.It would appear that librarians
are responding to the challenge of reduced purchasing power by working
to insure the most rational expenditure of whatever money is available.
Cooperatiae Ac quisitions
The impact on library book budgets of the cutbacks of recent years
was felt very strongly in 1972 by a number of cooperative or shared acquisitions projects: the Farmington Plan, the Latin-American Cooperative Acquisitions Program (LACAP), and the PL 480 program for Yugoslavia.
Discontinuance of the Farmington Plan was announced to the membership of the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) in September
and became effective 3l December Ig72.a7Three reasons were cited by
Philip McNifi, chairman of ARL's Foreign Acquisitions Committee:
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" (1) the increasing use of blanket order programs by member libraries
(wtrich presumably duplicated the Farmington program); (2) the Library of Congress' national program of acquisitions and cataloging; and
(3) the reduction in many libraries' book budgets in recent years."48
Edelman pointed out that the ARL decision applied only to the Western
European program of the Farmington Plan, while the "programs lor
the other parts of the world are very much in operation."ae In an extremely thought-provoking article, Edelman goes on to remind us of recent fiscal realities which make it "obvious that outside commitments are
the first to suffer in times of austerity." He concludes by calling attention to the fact that one of the basic weaknessesof the Farmington
Plan was its lack of an adequate monitoring device, a problem for
which "no solution that is both practical and within reasonable cost has
been developed." And he goes on to suggest that a major research effort
should be directed to the solution of this problem which is a "key issue
in library operation and an essential element in any cooperative venture."5o
The demise of LACAP was blamed on fiscal exigencies, specifically
a decreasing volume of business, according to Stechert-Ffafner, the
plan's official agents. Program participants anticipated final shipment of
materials in February 1973.
The PL 480 program in Yugoslavia was terminated 3l December
1972 becauseof insufficient funds, and the Israel program was expected
to ceaseearly in 1973. In the face of terminations it was heartening to
have the monograph by el-Erian which explored the impact of the program on American libraries.sr
Noteworthy in the journal literature on the subject of cooperative
acquisitions were the papers by Heard and especially Cole, who noted
that "the current financial plight of most educational activities has
hastened the day when we must seriously consider all feasible possibilities."52 Cole continues with criticisms of some of the actions and failures to take action on the part of the Association of Research Libraries
and the Library of Congress before concluding with a number of suggested projects, practical as well as visionary, which could promote library cooperation if they were implemented
O ther Significant Publications
An unusually large number of important monographs were published in 1972, including the previously cited works by Nemeyer on reprints, Perkins on book and media selection, and Bloomquist on hospital
library practice.
One of the most significant of these new books was Hickey's monograph in the Bowker series Problem-Centered Approaches to Librarianship. The emphasis in this volume is on catalogers and cataloging problems, but there is also a great deal of interest to acquisitions librarians
as well. Organizing library collections and processesis a problem which

.
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should be seen as a continuum and should not be rigidly departmentalized. Here Hickey attempts to set "the organizational tasks in the broader context of the total library situation."53
Two recent books related to publishing, distribution, and acquisitions were those of Gillespie and Spirt on the selection of juvenile paperbacks, and of Pross and Pross on government publications in Canada.6aThe latter volume contains a particularly useful section which lists
a variety of finding aids, checklists,and bibliographies.
The publication of the proceedings of the 1969 Tokyo conference
on libraries and information science made available a number of important papers related to acquisitions work.56 Part 6 contains studies
on the acquisition and exchange of publications with particular emphasis on government publications. Veaner's paper is especially important
for its guidance on problems related to the administration of acquisitions and exchange.
In Summary
If 1969 was the year of the Nixon budget cut, and l97l the year of
lamentation over reduced book budgets, 1972 may be fairly described as
the year of adjustment. This is not to say that there will be no need for
further adjustments of a substantial nature in the next few years, but
by 1972 the effect of reduction of federal funding and reduced appropriations at the local level had filtered down to almost every type of library and library operation. Some of the effects on a number of programs have been mentioned in appropriate sections of this report, and
there will no doubt be others before this crisis has run its course.
Nevertheless,this brief survey of the vear's work in acquisitions demonstrates a strong effort by librarians to come to terms in a practical way
with the drastic change in economic conditions since 1969. The resourcefulness of acquisitions librarians is attested by their reevaluation of approval purchasing, by their renewed interest in exchanges and selection
practice, and by their acceptanceof a more realistic view of cooperative
acquisitions. There is every indication that they will weather the storm.
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ProposedAmendmentsto Bylaws, 1974
Below are presenred proposed amendments to the bylaws of the Re-

The amendments propose substantive and nonsubstantive changes in
the bylaws. Amendments incorporating substantive changes in RTSD
and section bylaws appear first. The nonsubstantive changes follow. In
general, the nonsubstantive changes are to bring uniformity to the language of the bylaws, e.g., ro put all appropriate verbs in the emphatic
future tense, in the RTSD bylaws to make all references to the Resources and Technical Services Division be "Division," and in the section bylaws to make all referencesto the section to which the bylaws pertain be "Section."
SUBSTANTIVE
AMENDMENTS:
ByLAWS OF THE DIVISION

American Library Association rhar
joint committees,either srandingor
special,be established
with other or-

'

ganizations when the functions of the

Articre
rX.

i,"',i"nt.:l"p;ffi
Tlffi""Blilfl;

Sec, l. (d) In the first sentence, strike out
"and third"
after "appointed for 2
second", and strike out ,.six" and insert
"four" before "consecutive years."
Sec. 3. Strike out the entire secrion and
insert: "Sec. 3. Intersectional commit,deJ. fntersectional committees of sections within the Division and other intra-Division committees may be established as required by the groups concerned upon notification of the Organization Committee of the Division.
Interdivisional committees and other
committees formed with units that are
outside the Division and that are within the Association may be established
only as provided for in Article IX, Sec.
5 of the Bylaws of the American Library
Association.,,
Sec. 4. Strike out the entire firsr parag r a p h a n d i n s e r t : " S e c .4 . J o i n t c o m m i t tees. The Division may recommend ro
the Committee on Organization o{ the
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or section committee. Joint committees
with organizations outside the American Library Association shall be established only as provided for in the Bylaws of the American Library Association."
In the second paragraph, strike out
"Division" and insert "Association" before "may be authorized".
Article XVI.
Sec. l. In the first sentence, insert "of the
Division"
after "governing body of
any section", and insert "of the Division" after "ten members".
SUBSTANTIVE
AMENDMENTS:
BYLAWS

OF THE

SECTIONS

The following amendments
the bylaws of all sections:

apply

to
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Articlc IX.

Article IL

Sec. l. (c) In the first sentencc, strikc out
"and third"
after "appointed for a
second", and strike out "six" and insert "four" before "consecutive years."
Sec. 3. Strike out the entire section and
insert: "Sec. 3. Intersectional commi,ttees. Intersectional
committees
with
sections within the Division and other
intra-Division committees may be estabIished by the Section upon notification
of the Organization Comlr.ittee of rhe
Division.
lntersectional committees and other
committees formed with units that are
outside the Division and that are within the Association may be established
only as provided for in Article IX, Sec.
5 of the Bylaws of the American Library Association."
Sec.4. Strike out the entire section and insert: "Sec. 4. Joint committees. The Section may recommend to the Division
that joint committees, either standing
or special, be established with other organizations when the functions of the
proposed committee cannot appropriately be delegated to a single Division
or Section committee. Joint committees
with organizations outside the American
Library Association shall be established
only as provided for in the By-laws of
the American Library Association."
Representation of the Section in organizations outside the Association may
be authorized by the Section, with the
approval of the Division and the American Library Association.

Strike out "is" and insert "shall be"
after "The object of this Division".

The
following
amendment
applies
only to the bylaws of the Serials Secrion:

Article V.

Article IX.
Sec. l. Strike out the last sentence: "Members of the Serials Policy and Research
Committee
shall be appointed
for
terms of five years and shall not serve
consecutive terms,"

NONSUBSTANTIVE
AMENDMENTS:
BYLAWS OF THE DIVISION
Article L
Strike out "is" and insert "shall
after "The name of this body".

be"
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Article III.
Strike out "is" and insert "shall be"
after "This body" in the first sentence.
Article IV.
Sec. l. Strike out "becomes" and insert
"shall become" before "a member of
this Division."
Sec. 2. Insert "shall" before "consist of
the same classes".
Sec. 3. Strike out "are" and insert "shall
be" before "those honorary members"
in the first sentence.
Strike out "are" and. insert "shall
be" before "honorary members of this
Division." in the second sentence.
Sec. 4. Strike out "are" and insert "shall
be" before "eligible for membership"
in the first sentence.
the
"shall"
before "have
Insert
right" in the second sentence.
Strike out "constitute" and insert
"shall constitute" before "the dues of
the members" in the third sentence.
Strike out "is" and insert "shall be"
before "considered the date" in the
fourth sentence.
Strike out "is" and insert "shall be"
before "considered as election" in the
fifth sentence.
Sec. 5. Strike out "are" and insert "shall
be" before "the same".

Sec. 4. Strike out "is" and insert "shall
be" before "carried if it receives" in
the fourth sentence of the second paragraph.
Strike out "becomes" and insert
"shall become" before "effective upon
publication" in the Iast sentence of the
second Paragraph.
Sec. 5. Insert "shall" before "constitute
a quorum."
Article VI.
Sec. 2. (a) Strike out "consists" and insert "shall consist" after "The Nomi'
nating Committee" in the first sentence.
Sec. 3, (b) Strike out "are" and insert

.

lg3

"shall be" after "of the votes cast" in
the first sentence.
Article VIl.
Sec. l Strike out "are" and insert "shall
be" after "The officers of this Division".
Sec. 2. Strike out "are" and insert "shall
be" after "the duties of the oftcers".
Sec. 2. (c) Strike out "Chairman" and inin the
after "The"
sert "chairman"
o n l y s e n t e n c eo f t h e s e c t i o n .
Article VIII.
Sec. l. Strike out "consists" and insert
"shall consist" after "The Board of Directors" in the first sentence.
Strike out "do" and insert "shall"
before "not have the right" in the last
sentence.
Sec. 5. Strike out "has" and insert "shall
have" after "The Board of Directors"
in the first sentence.
Strike out "are" and insert "shall
be" after "budget requests" in the second sentence.
Sec. 7. Strike out "constitutes" and insert
"shall constitute" af ter "voting members".
Sec. 9. Strike out "do" and insert "shall"
before "not conflict".
Article IX.
Sec. l. (a) Strike out "committee" and insert "Committee" in the heading for
the section.
Strike out "consists"
and insert
"shall consist" after "The Organization
Committee" in the first sentence.
Sec. 2. Strike out "are" and insert "shall
be" after "annual committees" in the
first sentence.
Sec. 7. Strike out "are" and insert "shall
be" after "all members" in the first sentence.
Article X.
Sec. 2. Strike out "is" and insert "shall
be" before "corxidered as election" in
the second sentence.
Sec. 3. (a) Strike out "defines" and insert "shall define" after "Each section".
Strike out "manages" and insert
"shall manage" before "its own affairs".
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Insert "," after "provided" and before "however".
Strike out "may" and insert "shall"
before "adopt bylarvs".
Sec. 3. (b) Strike out "Section" and insert "section" before ", he shall notify"
in the third sentence.
Article XI.
Sec. 2. (a) Strike out "is" and insert
"shall be" before "open to anyone".
Sec. 5. (a) Strike out "consists" and insert "shall consist" after "The Council
of Regional Groups" in the first sentence.
Sec. 5. (d) Strike out "Chairman" and insert "chairman" as the second word of
the sentence.
Sec. 5. (e) Strike'out "Chairman" and insert "chairman" as the second word of
the sentence.
Article XII.
Sec. 2. Strike out "is" and insert "shall
be" before "open to members".
Article XI!.
Strike out "is" and insert "shall be"
before "considered sufficient".
Article XV,
Strike out "governs" and insert "shall
govern" before "the Division
in all
cases".
Article XVI.
Sec. 4. Strike out "becomes" and insert
"shall become" after "new bylaw".

NONSUBSTANTIVE
AMENDMENTS:
BYLAWS OF THE SECTIONS
The following nonsubstantive amendments apply to the bylaws of all sections:
Article I.
Strike out "is" and inserc "shall
after "The name of this body".

be"

Article II.
Strike out "is" and insert "shall be"
after "The object of this Section".
Article lll.
Strike out "is" and insert "shall be"
after "This body" in the first sentence.
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Article IV.
Sec. l. Strike out "becomes" and insert
"shall become" before "a member of
this Section."
Sec. 2. Insert "shall" before "consist of
the same classes".
Sec. 3. Insert "shall" before "have the
right to vote" in the first sentence.
Ins€rt
"shall"
before
"constitute
the dues" in the second sentence.
Strike out "rs" and insert "shall be"
after "American
Library
Association"
in the third sentence.
Sec. 4. Strike out "are" and insert "shall
be" before "tJre same as those".
Article V.
Sec. 4. Strike out "is" and insert "shall
be" after "A proposal" in the fourth
sentence of the second paragraph.
Strike out "becomes" and insert
"shall become" before "eftective upon
publication"
in the last sentence of
the second paragraph.
Sec. 5. lnsert "shall" before "constitute
a quorum."
Article VI.
Sec.2. (a) Strike out "consist" and insert
"shall consist" after "The Nominating
Committee".
Sec. 2. (c) Strike out "are" and insert
"shall be" after "Nominating
Committee" in the first sentence,
Article VIL
Sec. 2. Shike out "are" and insert "shall
be" after "duties of the officers".
Article VIII.
Sec. l. Strike out "consists" and insert
"shall consist" before "of the omcers"
in the first sentence.
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Strike out "section" and insert "Section" after "of the officers" in the first
sentence.
Sec. 5. Strike out "has" and insert "shall
have" after "The Executive Committee" in the first sentence.
Sec. 7. Strike out "constitutes" and insert
"shall constitute" after "voting members".
Article IX_
Sec. 2. Strike out "are" and insert "shall
be" after "annual committees" in the
first sentence.
Article X.
Sec. 2. Strike out "is" and insert '"shall
be" before "open to members".
Sec. 3. Strike out "Bylaws" and insert "bylaws" before "are observed" in the last
sentence.
Article XII.
Strike out "governs" and insert "shall
govern" before "the Section in all cases".
Article XIII.
Sec. l Strike out "section" and insert
"Section" after "by any other" in the
first sentence.
Sec. 4, Strike out "becomes" and insert
"shall become" before "effective".
The following nonsubstantive amendment applies only to the bylaws of the
Cataloging and Classification Section, the
Reproduction of Library Materials Section, and the Resources Section:
Article VIII.
Sec. l. Srike out "The executive committee" and insert "The Executive Committee" in the first sentence.
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Resourcesand TechnicalServices

Division- Goalsfor Action*

totTl'*.",
continu'
its obligationsin theseareas,the division: (l) encourages
ous study and review of its missionand activities; (2) seeksto interest librarians in technical servicesand cpllection development and to Pfomote the profes-

library world.
l. Broaderbasesof inuoluement.
a. Direct attention to technical servicesand collection developmentin all
types of libraries and for all types of materials. Restudy divisional attention to
school libraries, to small publii libraries, to library systemsand networks, and
to libraries serving the disadvantagedand the handicapped. Place greater em'
phasison the selectionand processing
of non-print materials.
b. Enlist as broad a basi of membership participation as possible,for active
commitment enriches both the librarian and the body of professional knowledge.To this end, promote participation in regional, state,and nadonal activities, providing oppbrtottitiei for the participation from newer members of the
* Approved24January1974by RTSD Boardof Directors.
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profession as well as members of the paraprofessional stafi. Care should be
taken to ensure balanced participation from representatives of all types of li
braries.
c. Improve communications within the division, providing mechanisms to develop and extend communications in both directions between the membership
and those directing and participating in divisional and sectional activities.
d. Cooperate with others in areas of mutual concern, both in and out of the
library profession, such as other units of the American Library Association,
commercial processing services, publishers, dealers in library materials, educators, institutions such as the Library of Congtess, and other library and related
associations.
e, Increase divisional involvement in relevant international library concerns
and associations, including cooperation in establishing bibliographic standards,
developing bibliographic control of library materials, increasing the availability
of library materials, assistance to libraries in developing countries, and the exchange of personnel.
f. Implement the overall goals of the American Library Association.
2. Interpretatfion. Present and interpret collection development and technical
services to the rest of the library world and to non-librarians through appropri
ate means of communication, in order to develop adequate suPPort for these activities and to increase the satisfaction of the library patron.
3. Personnel. Give attention to the recruitment and training of technical services and resource development librarians, in cooperation with the Library Education Division, the Office for Library Personnel Resources, and library schools.
Provide firm leadership in securing equality of opportunity in the profession,
with particular emphasis on the elimination of all forms of inequality in library employment, for example, discrimination on the basis of sex or sexual
preference. Provide firm leadership in the active recruitment of ethnic and racial minorities. Give attention to the analysis of duties, difierentiating those appropriate to professional staff, to library technical assistants, and to clerical personnel,
4. Formulation ol standards. Employ all possible resources in the standardization of the elements and terminology of the technical services and related operations, including data processing and systems analysis, bibliographic identification, forms, statistics, jobber performance, staff productivity, and reproduction
of library materials.
5. Technological deaelopments. Investigate applications of technological advances as they apply to areas of divisional responsibility; collaborate with other
groups in the study of mechanization and automation and in facilitating education in these techniques.
6. Resources. Cooperate with and initiate projects to assist organizations and
institutions in the provision of adequate library resources and in programs that
will look to the effective bibliographic control and sharing of such materials
among all library users. For smaller and less specialized libraries, such projects
may involve regional centers, commercial processors and jobbers, and the Library
of Congress. For larger, specialized, and research libraries, other organizations,
such as the Association of Research Libraries and associationsof subject specialists, may also be involved.
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7. Preservatiorz.Devote increased attendon to the preservation of library materials.

9. Continuing search for needs and opportunities. Review activiries on a
regular and continuing basis. As a means of ensuring such review, and in recognition of it, publish at least once every four years rhe current Goals for Action
in the division's journal, Library Resourcesb Technical Seruices.

.
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Councilof RegionalGroupsActivities
Chairman,
Coun
cit, iffitJ, Y;::;
ALA Las VegasConference
-rHE
LAS VEGAS WORKSHOP OF THE COUNCTL OF REGTON_
AL GROUPS (CRG) representativesproved to be an interesting and
1
valuable session. Carolyn J. McMillen, CRG chairman IgTZlTg: had
planned the program to provide an opportunity for representatives of
the various regional groups to meer and talk with the cfiief of the Subje_ct Cataloging Division of the Library of Congress (LC), Edward
J.
Blume, and the assistant chief, David Remington. A questionnaire had
been sent out in advance for Mr. Blume to respond to, and, at the re.
quest of the workshop attendees, he will consider how the questionnaire
results can be collated and distributed to CRG member groups, Mr.
B-lgme presented in ourline the work of the LC Subject Cataloging Division, the function of the subject catalogers in assigning new classification numbers and subject headings, and in developing new headings
and numbers. He was questioned about the procedure for establishing
new class numbers and subject headings, and he explained that the introduction to the eighth edition of Subject Headings Used in the Dictionary ,Catalogs of the Library of Congress (LCSH) would include, in
a lengthy intoduction,
the policy of the Library of Congress regarding
subdivisions. Favorable comments were given to Mr. Blume concerning
a looseleaf classification updating service based on the current updating
system devised for the Subject Cataloging Division. The desire was expressed also for an oftprint or preprint printing of the "Introduction"
to the eighth edition of LCSH.
The group expressed interesr in "piecemeal changes" in the LC subject headings in addition ro massive changes, and emphasized the continuing need for information regarding any changes being published as
soon as possible in the Library of Congress Cataloging Seruice.
It was suggested by the CRG chairman, and the attendees concurred,
that the various regional groups spend part of their upcoming fall and/
or spring meetings in discussion of important issues and problems relating to LC subject cataloging. The results could be presenred to the lg74
CRG workshop for discussion with response from the chief of the Subject Cataloging Division. Other technical servicesquestions could be con-
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sidered in the future if such program/workshops would be helpful to
regional groups, as great intereit was exPressed for such "give and take"
AL,q. Conference in New York is being planned to
,"itiottr. 1lr"-tgl+
continue the discussion on subject cataloging by LC and will include a
session with a representative from LC who will discuss Cataloging in
Publication.
News from Regional GrouPs
The Connecticut Library Association Technical Services Section met
May 1973 in Norwich. Lewis Lanese was elected chairman f.or 1973174.
The progtam included a presentation by Richard H' Schimmelpfeng
(Universlty of Connecticui; followed by a discussion on Library of
Congressclassification and reclassificationproblems.
T.n" onio valley Group of Technical services Librarians met May
1973 at Purdue UniversitY, West L
cluded a progress rePort on the Prr
ographic Center for Indiana Librarir
uson and a presentation on Catalogi
Gosling (project manager of CIP at
,erriorr"*it in two par;: the Serials Data Bank Project for- Indiana, and
a summary of the ARL Management Review and Analysis Program
being conducted at Purdue University library by Michael K. Buckland.

ERIC

CLEARINGHOUSE

ON INFORMATION

school of Education, stantord university, stanford, cA
(4r5) 32r-2300,ext. 3345.

.
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IN THE MAIL
Statistics

By their very narure regression techniques tell the researcher nothing at all
about a cause and eftect situation. In fact, almost all discussions of refression
techniques contain a cavear concerning this very point, for example:
lust because a particular functional relationship has been assumed,and a specific
cornPutational
.procedure followed, do not assunxethat a causal relationship exists
among the aariables. That is, becausea function has been found that is a good fit
to a set of obsewed data, we are not necessarilyin a position to infer that Jchange
in one variable causesa change in another variable.t
Thus on the basis of the evidence presented, the authors are simply incorrect
when they make statements such as "The result was a formula whicli can be used

As an aside I might add that had rhe aurhors confined their conclusions to
the objectives stated in the first paragraphpr the. purpose of finding answers to the following-Isquestions: Is library size alone a
factor in the extent of technical report collectingl
?he college curricuium a factor?
Is engineering enrollment a factor?What are othei possiblefactors?

l. B. Osrle, Stdtisticsin Research (2d ed.; Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University Press,
I963), p.I60.
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SystemsCoordinator, New Mexico State Library, Santa Fe.
The authors reply: It appears that Mr. Scholz is reading into our study an interpretation reflecting a cause and efiect relationship which we did not suggest'
We used the word "should" in an administrative probability sense. The nature
of the variables is such that a cause-efiect relationship is imposible.
We believe Mr. Scholz corTect in the sense that we should have mentioned

Subject Headings

in italics) .
Also on p.333, Professor Chan finds a lack of clarity in my suggestion that
relative frequencies of words should be a valuable aid in structuring new subject headings, resulting in a hypothetical list where (apparently) the relative
.
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frequency of the adjective and the noun in the heading were compared, so rhat
I arn interpreted as possibly suggesting the following:
Literature, English
but
Hungarian literature.
Mean trequencies are clearly stated to be the frequencies under discussion
(Harris, p.9I), and it is also stated, that in headings containing a national, ethnic' etc., adjective, "In all casesbut one the noun is the determinant of direct
or inverted entry. That is, if a given noun is the entry word, and the adjective
is inverted, all headings composed of this noun and a narional adjective are inverted. The converse is true: if a given noun is not the entry word in one such
heading, it never is" (Harris, p.80). I do believe that careful reading would
clear me of ever having proposed such an idiocy as that in the example above.
I am still convinced that, when previous practice provides no precedent for
structure of a subject heading (e.g., we have now clear precedenr for most literary forms in all langrlages, based on subject headings for those forms in other
languages), comparison of relative word frequencies will offer a valuable aid to
selection of the entry word in adjectival phrases of all kinds. It would be ridicuIous to propose such an arbitrary measure as the criterion, particularly at the expense of consistency (and hence, predictabilityl .-lessica L. Harris, Library Science Department, Que.ens College, City Uniuersity of New York, Flushing, New
York.
Lois Mai Chan replies.' The otnission of one line from the quotation on
p.333 was made inadvertently, and I owe Professor Harris an apology. However,
I wish to add that my interpretation was based on her staremenr in the original
text and not on the truncated version that appears in the paper.
The hypothetical example on p.333 was presented as a possible interpretation of the criterion by word frequency. Professor Harris' comments above
help to clarify the situation. The statements in her book seem to suggest a more
significant role played by word frequency in forming subject headings containing national adjectives than that implied in her commenrs above. Perhaps a few
examples illustrating how the criterion of word frequency should actually be
applied in forming new headings will be helpful to the readers of Professor
Hartis'book.
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REVIEWS
Annual Reuiew of Information
Science and Technology, 1972 (v.7);
ed. by Carlos A. Cuadra. Washington, D.C.: American Society for
Information Science, 1972. 606p.
rsBN 0-87715-206-3.
$17.50.

they tend to correct for, in their opinion, omissions of important documents and to offer alternative views;
over several volumes, this provides
balance. There is a fair amount of
duplication among chapters in terms
of documents reviewed, but the subSurprisingly, the Annual Reuiew
stantive overlap is less because each
of Information Science and Technolslices the pie difterently. The exisogy (ARIST), now in its sevenrh voltence of overlap speaksmore to the illume, has not been reviewed before
defined topical boundaries of the
in this journal. Doubrless many readfield itself. The reader interested in
ers are familiar with this series and
a specific topic had best be alert to
find it to be, as does this reviewer, one
several approaches. ARIST chapters
of the most useful publications in
are neither difficult nor elementary
the library and information science
expositions, but the reader with some
profession. For those who are unfaprior knowledge or a seriousness of
miliar with ARIST, this review will
purpose will benefit most.
cover first some major aspects of the
The utility of the series lies largeserres.
ly in current awareness of the several
Since its
inception
in
1966,
professional areas, whether it be for
ARIST has been under the strong edcompleteness in one's specialization or
itorial direction of Carlos A. Cuadra.
to keep abreast of trends in others.
A dozen or so chapters for each volFlowever, the series is also useful for
ume are selected from a master list
retrospective searching because of the
of subjects; the selecrion is flexible,
year$ now covered and the historical
with core areas generally being reperspectives provided. Authors proviewed annually. Distinguished pracvide focus and direction, and, often,
titioners are commissioned to review
considerable insight to their topics,
the literature and write chapters; the
is not a substitute for
but IRIST
authors and the editorial stafi work
reading or re-reading some of the
against rather tight deadlines to enoriginal literature to uncover further
sure prompt publication each aumethods and results and to formulate
tumn, a major plus for this series.
or revise individual conclusions about
Naturally,
there are variations
a document's significance. It is unforamong authors in style, readability,
tunate, but perhaps only human, that
coverage, and degree of critical analylonger and more detailed studies ofsis. Each chapter generally has an isten are reviewed less substantively
sue-oriented introduction and sumthan shorter works. The timeliness of
mary. A chapter body may vary from
ARIST often brings the first public
a mere summary of the literature to
highly critical and interpretive analy- notice to the existence of some docusis; most reviews fall somewhere be- ments. Obtaining reviewed documents
may be difficult, particularly some of
tween. Coverage, based on but not
the reports and the foreign literature,
limited to the preceding year's literature, is selective despite the extensive the latter receiving increasing attention. Arrangements to deposit some
bibliographies for each chapter. Aureviewed items with a clearinghouse
thors generally begin chronologically
where their predecessorsstopped, and
seem warranted. Within ARIST, ac-

.
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cessibility both to topics and to reviewed documents is enhanced by a
new, separately published (and separately reviewed) cumulative index to
volumes l-7: it contains revisions and
expansions and, for better coverage,
should be used in place of the indices carried within each volume.
Good and bad features oI ARIST
are easily illusrated with examples
drawn from volume seven, but space
permits little more than an indication of its content which mainly covers 1971 literature. The important
thing to remember is the collective
and correcting influences which continually
occur through
the series.
Topics cited below as new to the series usually means that the subject
previously received scattered coverage.
Part I on "Planning Information
Systemsand Services" begins with "Information Needs and Uses" by Nan
Lin and William D. Garvey. Discussion, patterned on a rough model of
human communication, covers (I)
the need for, informal exchange, and
use of information among scientists
and technologists, as seen in their attitudinal
and behavioral patrerns;
and (2) the organizational innovations in management of scientific infotmation delivery systems. A new
topic on "Costs, Budgeting, and Economics of Information
Plocessing"
by John H. Wilson, Jr., ernphasizes
techniques and interpretation rather
than actual or comparative costs in
discussing cost feporting and accounting, cost efiectiveness, PPBS, and cost
benefits and marketing.
Part II covers "Basic Techniques
and Tools." Phyllis A. Richmond reviews "Document Description and
Representation," emphasizing standardization and codification in descriptive analysis, and responsiveness
to change in subject analysis. In "Organization of Information,"
Noah S.
Prywes and Diane Pirog Smith discuss a formal generalized Data De-
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scription Language (DDL) to facilitate automatic data organization (logical and physical-storage data sructures) and conversion. They use a
welcome tutorial technique, in which
the design of a prototype DDL is illusfated with the organization of an
ARIST volume. Automatic classification and other aids for organizing information are considered. A new topic on the "User Interface in Interactive Systems" by John L. Bennett is
concerned with major decisions in designing an interactive terminal facility for efiective user behavior. He emphasizes attention to user needs and
covers facility components, synthesis
of features, design feedback, and the
potential of both human engineering
and standardization to aid design.
Richard C. Kletter and Heather Hudson introduce a new topic in "Video
Cartridges and Cassettes." Their lively presentation stresses social utility
rather than economic potential and
analyzes the effects of cassettes in
training programs, in educational and
other institutions, and their potential
for changing user patterns and institutional structures. They also cover
device hardware and marketing from
a potential user's view rather than
that of industry.
Half of the volume, Part III, is
devoted to applications. Susan K.
Martin,
in "Library
Automation,"
points to other reviews and critiques
and considers activities at the federal
level and abroad, automation aspects
of networks and cooperative systems,
systems analysis (particularly costs) ,
functional applications, research, and
staffing. Edwin E. Olson, Russell
Shank, and Harold A. Olsen, in "Library and Information Networks," review the social and political environment promoting networks. They emphasize literature which analyzes and
interrelates the administrative,
economic, and technical components of
networks. They also cover network
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models, performance, standards, and
overlap. A new topic, "Machine Readable Bibliographic Data Bases," by
Marvin Gechman, offers a brief historic?l perspective; a listing of data
base activities in the academic, government, industry, professional society, and international arenas; standardization and cooperative efforts;
and future trends. Wesley T. Brandhorst and Philip F. Eckert review
computerized "Document
Retrieval
and Dissemination Systems," pointing
out major current issues and discussing, in particular, software packages,
search strategies, and evaluation, testing, and measurement. They tabulate
the status, search system, and general
search characteristics of seventy-six
operational and experimental systems.
Joseph Raben and R. L. Widmann
introduce a chapter on "Information
Systems Applications in the Humanities." An overview of the several disciplines is followed by a more detailed account emphasizing cutrent
limitations as well as increasing acceptance of computer application activities in language and literature,
music, history, art, archeology, and
cultural anthropology. Another new
topic reviewed by Alfred Blumstein
covers computer"based "Information
Systems Applications in the Criminal
Justice System" in terms of case-following systems and institutional resource management systems for the
police, the courts, and correctional institutions. He discussesresearch, planning, evaluation, privacy protection,
and the use of recidivism statistics in
decisions.
Part IV on the profession contains
a single chapter, "Library and fnformation Center Management," by Ferdinand F. Leimkuhler and Alice Billingsley. They review management information
systems, planning,
programming, and budgeting sysrems, li
brary applications of planning, op.
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erations research and systems analvsis, and cost-efiectiveness.
ARIST is a timely, excellent commentary and pointer to the literature
and the rrends underlying it. Its high
quality conrinues. The library and information science profession is indeed richer for its publication.-Alan
R. Benenfeld, Electronic SystemsLaboratory, Massachusetts Institute
of
T echnology, Cam brid ge, M assa
ch uset I i.
Cumulatiue Index to the Annual Reztiew of Inf ormation Science and
Technology, Volumes .f-7. Washington, D.C.: American Society
for Information
Science, lg7?.
l7lp. ISBN 0-87715-207-1.
$5.00.
A cumulative index to rhe first
seven volumes of the Annual Reuiew
of Inf ormation Science and Technology (ARIS7') is now available as
a separate companion publication, a.
most handy form. Because of revisions and expansions, it should be
used in place of all previous indices
contained within each volume.
The Cumulatite Index follows a
dictionary arrangement and entries
are filed basically word-by-word, wirh
several exceptions to that simple rule
explained in the introduction. Litrle
or no problem arises in locating a personal name entry, but several problems are posed in locating both corporate name entries and subject entries because of the variety of their
possible forms. The index does not
treat them consistently, nor does it
have adequate cross references. The
problem is acute because all forms
used must be sought to obtain a complete set of page references tci the
Annual Reuiett volumes. For example, subunits of an organization, including named projects, may appear
only as subentries under the main organization, or under both their own
name and that of the main organiza-
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tion. Acronyms have see references
to the spelled-out name; then again,
the acronym form is normally used
for the name when it occurs elsewhere as a subentry, usually without
a see also to the spelled-out name as
entry. Foreign organizations may or
may not be listed additionally under
the name of the country.
A topical phrase may be entered
under only one, or both direct and inverted forms. For example, "phonetic
coding" but no subentry for "phonetic" under the entry "coding"; and
"catalogs, title-a-line" but not the direcl forrn. Compound topics do not
necessarily have entries under all
parts; for example, "recall and precision studies" but nothing under
"precision." Topical see also cross references are minimal and incomplete:
for example, "library networks (see
also information networks) " but not
the reverse, and neither refers to the
entry "networks" although the latrer
has a see also reference to the first
two.
However, getting to one or more
appropriate enrries may be only part
of the battle. References under each
entry are to ar Annual Reaiew volume and page, pointing either to a
text discussion or ro a bibliographic
citation. References from purely topical index entries always point to text
discussion, but references from other
types of entries, particularly name entries, may point to either text or citation and these cannot be differentiated
without prior knowledge of the bibti
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ographic citation. This often entails
extra steps for the user. For example,
if the iridex leads the user to a iitation page, going from thar page to
text discussion of the cited document
may require either searching page by
page through the chapter or re-entering the index under another citation
element more likely to yield a direct
reference to the text pagc.
The Cumulatiue Index is nor on
a par with the Annual Review. The
topical and corporate entries need
considerably more attention, particularly in terms of (l) enrry format
and cross referencing, and (2) collecting together, under at least one index entry, all text references to a
document. The Cumulative Index
would also be more useful were it to
include a list of each volume's chapters and its subsections and inclusive
pages. The list could also serve as a
mechanism within the index to overcome the lack of any subject context
for personal-name entries.
Despite its present flaws, the index
is usable, necessary, an improvement
over ARIST volume indices ir cumulates, and convenient in form. The
next Cumulatiue Index is scheduled
to appear simultaneously with volume
ten of the Annual Reuiew. Whar better way to mark that anniversary of
this most important series than to
have its index fully equal to it in
guality.-Alan R. Benenfeld, Electronic Systems Laboratory, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambriilge,
Massachusetts.
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To help smalllibrarieslike yours,the lnstitutefor ScientificInformation
matchinggrantstowardthe purchaseof the
is providingdollar-for-dollar
and the new Socia/SciencesCitationlndex."
ScienceCitition /ndex@
Thesegrantsapplyto past,presentand futureissuesand provideyou
50% of the purchaseprice.
You are invitedto applyfor thesegrantsif you are the librarianin a
o Two or Four-yearCollege
only)
o Veterinary,Pharmacy,or Dental School (SCt@
o Community or funior College
o Municipal,Stateor Public Library(SSClrM
only)
o DepartmentalLibrary
o Non-profit Researchlnstitute
o Hospital(under 1,000beds)
o Libraryor tnformationScienceSchool
o DevelopingNation
To receiveyour applicationforms,simplyfill in and mail the couponbelow.
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ATTENTIONCATALOGER!
We take this opportunity
to introduce you to
our Rqw Enlarger III.
This remarkableunit
will enlarge your
desiredN.U.C. entry to catalog card
size in seconds.All
you have to do is
place the catalog
on the exposure
glass and push a
button! In 7 seconds
out comesa sharp, clear
enlargement for your
catalog card production. You
may even want to place a completed card on the exposure glass
and enlarge that. Great for Computer
entry, Searchpu{poses,Inventory or fnstructional material.Imaginealt of the possibilities!
We would really appreciateit if you drop us a line so that we
might send you some sample copies and additional information
on the Enlarger III. The more catalogerswe talk to, the more
we can improve on our unit to be of better serviceto you.
Hopewe seeyou at the AI,A meetings!

. OAKPARK,ILLINOIS
405SOUTHBOULEVARD
60302

SYSTEM
INFORMATION
An InternationalJournal

DATA BASES - Their Creation Management and Utilization

Editor-in-Chief.: H an s-Joch en Schneider, I nst i t u I filr I nformat ik
UniversitiitStuttgart,Herdweg5I , 7000Stuttgart I, Germany
A completelist of the InternationalEditorial Board availableupon request
The journal INFORMATION SYSTEMSis concernedwith that branchof computer
sciencewhich dealswith practice of designing,building,.maintaining and using computer-basedinformation iystems.Emphasisis,placedupon the generalproblemsof
datamanagementand the computer-orientedmethodologyof variousapplications
forming the interfacebetweenGeneralizedData BaseManagementSystems,
IGDBMS) and applications.
developersand pracIt is the object of this journal to be a forum for researchers,
titioners working in the field of computer-basedinformation systemsand to serve
all personsinterestedin this field.
Up to now, this highly interdisciplinaryfield of study has not beencoveredin
onejournal. Thus this fragmentationtproducesdifficulties in communication
amonginterestedpersons.
A main concernwill be computer-orientedapplicationstechniques(e.g' proceduresfor ecologyplanningsystems;managementinformation systems;lhandling
of simulationmodels;systemsin medicine;'jurisprudenceand administration;
fact-retrieval systems;question-answeringsysiemsand related linquistics).
The journal will publish original researchand, on occasion,reviewsby invitation
ofthe editors.
Whereappropriate,articlesshouldinclude flow-chartsand/or programsdescribing
their main algorithms.Therewill be a sectiononreportsand theses,and,reviewsof
new books.
This journal is producedby computer-aidedtypesetting,and the full text will be
availableon magnetictape.
The Information Sciencesare broad interdisciplinarysubjectswhich cannot be
coveredby a singlejournal. INFORMATION SYSTEMSconcentrateson GeneralizedData BaseManagementSystems,their design,interfacesand applications.
The complementaryjournal, INFORMATION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL
concentrateson those aspectsof Information Systemsemphasizingthe transfer
of information through libraries and information centers.
PublishedQuarterly Vol. l. (1974) $ 60.00

PERGAMONPRESS.INC.
Maxwell House,FairviewPark, Elmsford,New York 10523

PERGAMONPRESS.LTD.
HeadingtonHill Hall, Oxford, 0X3, OBW,England

Richard Abel Company has a proven approval
plan that has freed hundreds of librariesfrom
the massive detail it takes to select books. And

book sellers. Here's what you get with the free
Richard Abel Approval.Program(RMP):
1. The Abel Company works with you. you tell
us the subjects,publishers,and non-subiect
parameterssuch as the academic level.
language,format, type of publishers,etc. We do
the gathering.You do the selecting.
2. More options than any service otfered on the
market today.
3. A greater range of subjects and non-subject
parametersto choose from, which gives you
greater control of the collection completeness
you desire.
4. We tailor approval plans to fit the needs of
large or small libraries.
5. Service that covers more publishersfaster
than any other approval plan available.
6. The only approval plan with world-wide
coverage
Z The services of many experienced subject
and languagespecialists.
8. Approval books 6 to 12 months ahead of
revrews.

9. Thereareno ordersto writeandyou only pay
for the booksyou decideto keep.
1O.Theapprovalplanis compatible
with the
RichardAbelStandingOrderPlanandeliminatesduolication.
lf you wouldliketo eliminatemostof your
paperwork,takeadvantageof a fully integrated
standingorderservicefor over35,000series,
and havetimefor moreeffectivedecision
making,
iustmailthecouponor callyour nearest
Abelrep aboutthe RichardAbelApprovalPlan
and let'sRAAPPhone:800-547-3551
TollFree.
Let'sRAAP
tr Pleasehaveyour representative
see me
tr Pleasesendmoreinformation

Address
City/State/Zip

RichardAbel & Company,Inc.

PO. Box 424s/Poftlan{ Oregon97208
(503)645-3511/Ielex 3e0458

OFFICESlN: MillValleyCa.. LosAngelesr Denver. Dallas
KansascityMo. . Zion,lll. . Marioh,Oh. . Nashville.Tn.
Atlanta,Ga.. Whshington,D.C. . Blackwood,N.J. . NeMon
Centre,Ma. . Toronto. London. Amsterdam. Melbourne
Sao Paulo.
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on o world-widebosis
. PERIODICATS. SERIATS
. CONilNUATIONS . FOREIGNBOOKS

INC.
MACMILLAN,
SIECHERI

An Intemotionol Acquisition Seruice
S66ThirdAvenue . NewYork,NY10022
Brorch off ices ord ogents throughout lhe world

Save hours and dollars
- time and money
place one order and receive one invoice from
the world'sonly fullYautomatedlibrary magaagency.
zinesubscriplion
As a Faxon customer,
the
benevou'll receive
iits of our library information service: FACS,
our new automated
claims system; our Ser i a l s U p d a t i n gS e r v i c e
Bulletin;and muchmore.
For a full descriptionof
our capabilities
,wtite lol
a copy of our Serulce
Brcchureand annual Libnilans' Guide to Peri'
odicals,or call toll-free
-1-800-225-7894.
ls our onlY
Librcrybusiness
- sinc€ 1881.
business

M tt.tnxon(o.,tnc.

15 SouthwestPark, Westwood,MA 02090

,,PORTRAIT
OFA RAIIROADJ'
IIAIL\BTE IN 1975
There have beennumerousrequestsfrom schoolsand
libraries for Burlington Northern's award winning
2O-minutefilm, PORTRAIT OF A RAILROAD.
The film currently is being shown in motion picture theatersthroughout the country and we plan to
limit distribution to theaters until January I' 1975.
After this date it will be available for sale to
libraries, schoolsand colleges.Please contact the
undersignedfor information and ordering.
A. M. Rung
Vice President
Burlington Northern Inc.
176 E. Fifth Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

NORTHERN
BURLINGTON
B

T H E R E ' SA W A YT O S I M P L I F YA C Q U I S I T I O NO F A L L
T Y P E SO F S E R I A LP UB L I C A T I O N S - I N C L UD IN G
C O N T IN U A T I O N S ,N E W S P A P E R S ,
M O N O G R A P H SG
, P O ,E T C .

Eliminate every pitfall of serials acquisition? Never. yet with EBSCo subscriotion
s e r v i c e s s e r v i c i n ga n d p r o c e s s i n gy o u r s e r i a l s l i s t , y o u ' l l e a s e t h e h e a d a c h e sa n d
greatly simplify the whole procedure because we handle ALL types of serials.
At EBSco Subscription Services, we maintain current information on approximately 60,000 titles, and the list grows rapidly. we have 13 regional offices staffed with
knowledgeablepeople who'll be pleased to make suggestions on acquisitions and
service procedures. And, as a division of a diversified international corooration. we
have the support of a maior data processing department, an experienced fulfillment center and a title search department.
For full information on our ability and experience to service and process all your
serial publications, phone or write the EBSCOSubscription Servicesoffice near you,
826 S NorthwestHighway
Barington,lll 60010
(312)381.2190
s e r v n gl l l , I n d , M i c h , M o . O h i o .W i s c
p O Bor 1943
Birmingham,Ala 35201
(205)E7l-3529
s e r v i n gA a . , F l a , G e , K y , M r s s ,T e n n ,
s.c., & N.C.
540 GraniteSt.eet
Braintree.Mass 02184
(617) 843-2383
s e r v i n gM a s s ,C o n n ,M a i n e ,
NewHamoshire.Rhod€lsland Verm
415 DouglasPlata Building
Dallas,Texas75225
(214)369-759r
servingTexas,Ark, La, okla
and Mexico

EBsco

Suite llOB; DiamondHill Complex
2480W 26th Avenue
Denver,Coto 80211
( 3 0 3 )4 3 3 - 3 2 3 5
s e r v i n gC o l o ,K a n , M o n t , N e b ,
Utah,wyoming

681 MarketStreet
San Francisco,
Calit 94105
( 4 1 5 )3 9 1 - 3 5 0 0
servingAlaska,Calif (Northot San Luis
obispo) Hawar, ldaho, Oregon,|Vash

2352 Utah Avenue
E l S e S u n d oC, a t i t 9. 0 2 4 5
|pt3t 772.23Ar
s e r v i n gA . i z , N e v , N e wM e x i c o
and Calif (southol San LursObrspo)

5406-APort RoyalRoad-200
Springlield,UilBinia22151
( 7 0 3 )3 2 1 - 7 5 1/6 3 2 19 6 3 0
s e f v i n gD e l , M d , V a , W a s h .D C , W V a

t uilding
5 1 2 N i c o l l eB
Minneapolis,
Minn 55402
(612)333-5081
s e r v i n gl o w a ,M r n n e s o t a
N, D , S D

545 CedarLane
Teaneck,NewJersey07666
(?01)836-8700
servrngo.igrf,alF.anklinSquarecustomers
inNJ,NY andPenna

Building
EBSCO
R e d B a n k , NJ 0 7 7 0 1
(201)741.4300
servingNew lersey,Penna,
a n d L o n gl s l a n d N
, Y

SrxThornclifleParkorive
Toronto17, 0ntario,Canada
(416)421-9000
s e r v i n gC a n a d a
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